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Kweisi Mfume, of the NAACP, tells a Howard audience the importance of preserving Black institutions of higher education. Below: President H. Patrick Swygert presents Mfume with an honoary law degree at Charter Day, the University's 131st anniversary.
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NAACP Chairman Kweisi Mfume
Speaks Of Black College Support
At Howard's 131st Charter Day
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In a packed Cramton Auditorium.
NAACP Chairman Kweisi Mfume
argued the plight of historically
Black colleges and universities,
which he said arc loosing out to
more affluent. majority White institutions.
As the guest speaker of the l3 I st
Charter Day. Mfume called for
highereduc.1tion for African American~.
"[We] are no longer fighting battles of racial discrimination, but
now are fighting for basic survival
again~t Yale. Princeton and Har\'ard,'" Mfumc said.
Mfume, a former U.S. Congressman (D-Md.) received an honorary
doctorate of law degree from President H. Patrick Swygert who also

delivered a speech
"We have never stayed from our
v1s1on to educate our youth,
Swygert said. "Howard stays firm
to educate."
Swygert pledged to launch $!million fund for teaching and learning, which will be headed by
Provost Antoine M. Garibaldi.
"In 1958, the first Ph.D. was
awarded to a chemistry major,"
Swygert said. "Forty years later.
Howard continues to award Ph.Os
in astronomical figures."
Charter Day also honored the
accomplishments of seven alumni:
Charles H. Epps, Medicine and
Education; Roselyn Payne Epps,
Medicine; Lt. Gen. Lester L. Lyles,
Military Service: Lorraine A.
Williams. Education: and Judith A.
Winston, Law and Public Service.
"I thought Charter Day was very
moving and uplifting.'' said Kiesha
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he said.
Mfume brought greetings from
the NAACP, which was founded
89 years ago.
Swygert acknowledged several
dignitaries and notable people in
Cramton, including some of the
famous Tuskegee airmen, who
received a standing ovation.
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Future For Post Office Pavilion Uncertain
By l\1 \RK JJ''<NINGS
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Taylor, a freshman film major.
Along with Mfume, Swygert
acknowledged the importance of
educating the youth.
"The 13 I st anniversary of
Howard University marks the
vision and determination its
founders set forth, to educate and
to nurture our youth. I shall treasure
this award as long as I have breath,"

Engle Thompson is the only soldier in the battle for liberation.
Thompson. a sophomore administration ofjustice major, is the sole
member of an organization called
the Youth Tusk Force in the District..
While new at Howard, The Tusk
Force is operational in six regions
and l 4 states including the District. It is made up of a group of
young Black men and women who
are dedicated to the liberation of
Blacks throughout the Diaspora.
Its mission: to spark activism
among students. Members are starting by building foundations at historically Black colleges and universities.
Founded in 1992 by three college
students, Angela Brown, Latrice
Stegall and Bineshi Albert, the
Youth Tusk Force initially began as
a forum lo discuss environmental
justice at Xavier University in New
Orleans.
By I 996, the organization
changed its focus and used its College Outreach Project to get the
word out.
"We called out to the young brothers and sisters to act on liberating
themselves, and they responded,"
Brown said. "We recognized [the
Jack of activism] on historically
Black colleges became criminal.
"It was as if the young Black people were saying it was OK to be
bourgeoisie and accept that this is
what we are and we don't need to
move forward from that. They were
saying there isn't a need for this
political stuff."
The Task Force is calling for political action from students, who
Thompson said often become preoccupied with just graduating.
"People are here to get jobs and
make money," she said.
To get more students involved in
the national campaign for the College Outreach Project, the Task
Force is holding its second annual
Students United for Black Unity
conference in Atlanta April 24-26.
The theme for this year's conference is "Educate Our Nation, Train
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Golden sun rays beam through the windows of the East Atrium of the
Old Post Office Pavilion and colored drapes boasting the once-great namesake still hang. But the large colonial clock is stopped at 11 :35, and the
three flights of escalators no longer work.
The East Atrium, which was originally supposed to be an addition to the
Old Post Office Pavilion, opened in 1992. City officials hoped it would
im;rease tourism and aid in revitalizing the Federal Triangle area of downtown Washington. A 75, 000 sq. ft. theater and a variety of retail and food
establishments, it was thought. would draw tourists and city residents away
from The Mall to Pennsylvania Avenue.
But what was once a planning board's dream, has transformed into a
nightmare. The property is now collecting dust after closing just two and
a half years after opening. Only a small portion of the retail space was
occupied. and the food court never fully operated.
"When the building was envisioned, the things that were supposed to pull

in potential tenants were City Golf, an indoor golf course and bar, and a
75. 000 sq. ft. single screened theater that would introduce tourists to \Vash•
ington, D.C.," said Rodney Dire, general manager of Hill Partners, which
is responsible for operating the retail and food establishments in the main
pavilion.
That vision grew bleak when the company responsible for constructing
the theater bailed out of the project because of financial difficulties, Dire
said.
"Once this (the theater) fell through. it had a trickle down effect and
prospective tenants who were going to sign did not sign," he said. The
theater fiasco angered the few tenants interested in cstablishfag businesses,
Dire said. They felt slighted and betrayed because they hoped the theater
would be a major revenue booster. They boycotted the plan by withholding rent during the final months.
Dire said the food court was a success and City Golf also brought in an
array of visitors since it was the only indoor golf course in the District.
But whi le pointing to a whi te facade with a dooricss entrance. he said,
Please See PAVILION, A4
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Plans are underway to renovate
the Old Post Office Pavilion.

Experts Deny Racism Played Role in Asian Economic Crisis
By

KENNETH RUSSEi.i.

World Editor

The collapse of the economics of
the "Asi,lll Tigers" - South Korea.
lndone~ia. Thailand, Malaysia and
the Philtppines
was not racially
motivated, hut resulted from eco•
nomic malpractices of these countries, Asian economics experts said
1\1esday.
"These arc home grown prob-

!ems,'' said Arona Butcher. economic counsel at the U.S. Trade
Commission. "This crisis is a
symptom of what has been going
on in these countries.''
Butcher spoke al "The Asian Crisis and the Global Economy," a
panel discussion hosted by the
School of Business as part of the
University's celebration of International Week.
The discussion sought to explain
the origins 0f the problems that

have faced the economics of Eastern Asia since early last year, and
the effect it is having on the rest of
the world.
The currencies of these countries
have lost significant value, which
has had an impacted world trade,
including dramatic fluctuations of
the American stock market.
Butcher said the failure of the
economies of the countries of Eastern Asia is a resu lt of high consumption, low production and

excessive borrowing for low profit
investments - all of which lead to
an increase in foreign debt.
"With the markets in recession,
investor confidence dropped and
investors rushed to remove their
money from the system," said
Butcher, adding that the end result
is the present crisis.
Hyun Cho, first secretary for Economic Affairs at the Embassy of Ilic
Republic of Korea, agreed the problems were caused by internal fac-

tors.
"We became complacent with the
success we were having, but the
warnings were always present,"
Cho said.
The lack of supervision of the
Korean economy is to blame for the
massive debt which has incurred, he
said. He said the crisis is a reflection of the political practices of the
countries and with more democraPlease See CRISIS, A4
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Campaign Spending May Place
Some Candidates At A Disadvanta~
By VAL\'NCIA SAUr-.DERS
Campus Editor

Color poster;, nicrs, T-shir1s and jackets
are marked with an "Audible Silence" that
seem to scream the names of the slates campaigning for the Howard University Student
Association and graduate and undergraduate trustee positions.
While some candidates are conservative
. in spending, others have no limit on campaign financing.
In a January meeting of the General
Assembly, the body voted 13 to ll against
limiting funds used for campaigning. The
$1,500 limit became obsolete.
"I proposed it. and they approved it," said
Damon Waters, chair of 1he General

Assembly Elections Committee.
Wa1crs said some discussion was made
prior to the vote as to whether people with
less money would be al a disadvantage.
"I thought it went against the elections
process," Waters said. "Ideas win elections,
not money."
Alia Hashim, vice-presidential candidate
from the ''Plan Be ... ," slate said she agreed
with limiting campaign budgets, but since
none of the candidates seem to be spending large amounts of money it was not necessary.
"Tun thousand is ridiculous," Hashim said.
"Even if you did that, why would you spend
it on a campaign? If you have innovative
ideas, it shouldn't mauer."
Rudolph McGann, a candidate for graduate trustee, agreed.

Having spent only about $60 on his campaign so far, McGann said at the graduate
level, excessive amounts of paraphernalia
are not necessary.
"I have a smaller constituency to get my
message across 10," he said. "I'm trying to
keep it on a moderate level."
McGann added that while traditionally
campaigning is costly, students should not
succumb to similar pressures.
"People should go to elcc1ion polls based
on what they see," he said.
Michelle Richardson, vice-presidential
candidate of "TI1e Firm," said budgets
should be limited, and didn't agree with the
General Assembly's ruling.
"You just have to play with the tools God
gave you," she said.
Sharing a slate with Neville Welch,

Richardson said the pair do no1 look at the
absence of a finance limit as a problem.
And while T-shirts and pamphlets make
them more noticeable, she said there is
one place voters need to look to find the
next HUSA president and vice-president.
"It's at the Speak Outs that (are] what
counts," she said. "A T-shirt won't tell you
what we're about."
,
Jabari Young, a candidate for undergraduate trustee running on the "No Limit" platform, said his theme speaks for itself.
As business cards are passed out lining the
wallets of students and new fliers and Tshirts arc given out, Young said there should
be "no limit to spending."
"This is a real world expe rience and
should be treated as such." he said.
HUSA candidates Mario Clark and Sam

McDonald have recent!~ ll'G
paign paraphernalia ~uch illo
as has graduate trustee cand.
Ward. These candidates. a.Isl.
uate trustee candidate Rand,
unavailable for commen1 4lt
time.
However, Montez Diamo.
graduate 1rustce candida1e.
and other handouts were nc,
mote a campaign.
"It's an issue of affordabi!
said. "If you have i1. then us;
Jonathan Huuo, who i\ a
undergraduate trustee, ,31_
spending could ruin 1hc fut·
sity politics.
"It keeps the common (lC(I"
race," Hutto said.

The Hilltop Changes Leaders, Outlool
By SUfJVA

ABDUR-RAHM,\N

Hilltop Staff Writer

Each year, The Hilltop comes under new management. The paper often must adapt to satisfy the visions
of the new Editor-In-Chief and business manager.
Fall 1998 will be no different. Editor-In-Chief, Steven
Gray and Business Manager, Amelia Cobb plan to
improve The Hilltop overall.
Gray, a junior print journalism major, has an extensive background in communications including internships at the Los Angeles Times, The Boston Globe,
Knight-Ridder Newspapers and The Times-Picayune.
His firsl experience as a reporter occurred while
Gray was s1ill in elementary school. He reported on the
Republican National Convention for a newspaper, titled
Children's Express.
"I've been working since I was JO years old," Gray
said. "I knew [ was either going to be a writer or a storyteller."
Originally a broadcast journalism major, Gray said
being in front of the camera was not fulfilling. "I'm not
into the glamour," he said.
Within his first week at Howard. he decided to see
how successful he could be as a writer. He went to The
Co1111111111i1y Nell's where he worked for a couple of
weeks, then Gray said he was ready for The Hilltop.
"I was really scared of The Hilltop," he said. "I was

really intimidated by it before I went there.•
What began as a freelance writing position during his
first semester, became a staff writing one for the local
page. By the time Gray was in his third semester, he
had become editor of that page.
Although Gray has not wriuen for The Hilltop regularly since his sophomore year, he said his experience
with the paper helped him gain the posi1ion of Editorln-Chief for the 1998-1999 school year.
"lf you've written for The Hilltop you know what
works and what needs to be improved,• said Gray, who
also noted the bulk of the paper should be campus
news.
For the paper to reflect the diversity of the University, Gray said there should be more freshmen writing
for it as well as writers with majors other than journalism.
"I want 10 nurture and train young Black journalists
because people have always done it for me," he said.
He also plans to reintroduce several pages that were
included in The Hilltop in previous years such as,
Tumpo, a magazine-like section for fea1ure stories that
will replace the current Freestyk: page.
There will also be a Sports Friday and rotating sections of four topics: Business, Health, Science & Technology and Fashion -- each to be imerchangcd weekly.
"I have to make it into a world-class newspaper." Gray
said. "There's a lot of things we could be doing. I want

University Allocates Millions
For Campus Renovations

The Hilltop to be competitive not just among Black
colleges, but among colleges nationwide."
Amelia Cobb, next year's business manager, said she
is looking forward to working with Gray. "I'm excited
about Steven's adrenaline," she said. "Whatever he
does, he's going to put 100 percent forth."
Cobb, a fourth year nutritional sciences pre-med.
major and this year's assis1ant business manager. said
she, too has a lot of ideas. She said she plans to work
with the School of Business 10 obtain corporate con1acts to buy advertising space in The Hilltop.
Cobb wou ld like to seek out companies for advertisements rather than waiting for the companies to submit their ads.
"l want to establish a more professional attitude,"
Cobb said. Besides being assistant business manager
for The Hilltop. Cobb has been part of the editorial staff
of the H-Book for the past two years and has worked
as a financial analyst in the city hall of her home town.
Pasadena, Calif.
•1don't have any expectations of anybody or anything,
but myself." Cobb said. "I'm going to do the best job
that I can do.•
Cobb said she was satisfied with the effor1 this }Car',
Business Manager, Millicent Springs, and Editc,r
fnChief. Natalie Y. Moore, made to keep the business
and editorial staffs working toge1hcr.
"I want 10 keep the communication lines open to each
other," Cobb said.

HU Psychology Study Reaches 0
To Local Elementary Student
By ERICA C1 1t1.0 S•J 0 11NSON

By VON-ANISE l\,lccov
Hilltop Staff Writer

The clamoring of hammers and noisy drills have
been dis1 upling classes in every building as univer~ity-widc renovation plans beautify the campus.
Over the next five years the administration,
under President H. Patrick Swygert, will seek to
rejuvenate every major area of the University
from dormitories to computer labs.
"The way the campus looks directly affects the
pride that students have in the school." said Vice
President of University Administration Harry G.
Robinson.
There are five major features of the project that
will include new roofs for Founders Library and
Douglass Hall; the rehabilitation of the Miner
Building to house the National Center for AfricanAmerican Heritage and Culture; the renovation of
both Truth and Crandle dormitories; the conversion of Bethune Hall into a faculty center: and the
placement of every student organization in its own
office space.
Sw}gert is also planning to spend $3.5 million
on new computer labs and a new bookstore, as
well as $8.5 million on the renovation of'Iruth and
Crandle in the Tubman Quadrangle. The renovation of a portion of Bethune Annex into faculty
offices will cost $3.5 million, while $20 million
will go to the Allied Health medical building. An
additional $20 million will go to the law library
for improvements.
Some students like Mia Camps, a junior biology major, said the school's appearance is important to students.
However, the University should have been undertaking such measures Jong before the school began
to decay, she said.
"I do see the changes, but why is it taking five
years?" she said. "When I came to visit Howard
in high school the tour guide said that the University was making changes toward improvements every year, all we saw was the outside of

most of the buildings. Now that I'm here, the inside
of these buildings are terrible."
Salvatore Rapisarcli, associate professor of anatomy, says improv.:mcnts to Howard's infrastructure
will be welcomed.
"111ere is a lot to do, but a lot bas been done,"
Rapisardi said. "In the anatomy department the
ventilation systems have been revamped and it is
easier for the students to work on cadavers because
the room is properly ventilated. Before the smell
was unbearable."
During the school year, Robin~on said, there is
little room for drastic changes.
"President Swygert is aware of the condition of
some of the classrooms, he said. "But because of
the high demand for classrooms some of the
changes can only be implemented during the
summer.•
The program to renovate over seasonal breaks is
called the Summer Readiness program, which
includes painting the entire campus and will cost
$67 million. Robinson said properly managing the
budget, money allocated by Congress and alumni support are what made some of these changes
possible.
"Congress allocated about a fourth of the funds
and the rest came from outside sources," Robinson said. "The president is making steps to make
Howard a more independent University."
Despite his skepticism, Rapisardi gives the University credit for the renovations to date.
"Over tbe past 15 years I can remember a lot of
promises especially those referring 10 structural
problems. This is the first time that I have seen at
least some changes implemented," Rapisardi said.
Students and faculty arc ready to see the results
to the promises that were made.
"I hope that -the University is really serious
about this program," Camps said. "So far I have
not seen many changes, but I am willing to wait
and make sure that they make good on its promise
to improve the campus. I guess I don't have a
choice.•

Publication o f , - - - - - - -- -·
due dates for
ad ver1 isemen ts
and keeping all
staff informed are
two goals that
Cobb has for next
year.
"I want to make
it easier to access
information for
everybody on The
Hilltop." Cobb
said. "I don't want
anybody on my
staff to tell any- Steven Gray, a 1un~·
body ihat they jour,nallsm m~Jor,
don't know.
years Editor m Ct.
·
HIiltop
Gray and Cobb
were chosen b}
The Hilltop Policy Board after subnultlng
proposals and undergoing interv1e11 ~- ~
hours and hard work invohed in pulling,
tication, neither arc. worried.
"You have 10 do the job." Cobb said. "iii
very optimistic about the situation.'
Gray agreed.
"l'm not afraid of anything," he ,aid.
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students, majoring in , arious
areas of psychology.
Torrance Lawery, a second-year
graduate studenl in social psychology and a mentor in the program, said 1he study will try to
explain how childhood experiences affect adult life.

crimes," said Ka1rini
senior psycholog} nu
the coordinator ofth(
pan or the project
I thrnk thai th1, ,tua,
msight into th~ wa) n
feels abou1 1heir 11ortd
help determine 11helher
is lackinp
of benefit
"I think that this study
uonsh1pin
will,give insight into the
And 1he•

Members of the Psychology
Department have opened their
minds as well as their heart~ to
Districl public elementary
schools.
Recently, Howard's
Psychology Department
started a project which
will be based on research
part oftheri
way that a child feels about
done on children in
their world and it can help
grades four to six.
The research will meadetermine whether the child
sure how the children's
fo,tcr a
is
lacking
some
kind
of
in1eract and their perl1on~h1p
beneficial relationship in
ceptions of racism, sexmcnior and
11
ism, abuse. After the
Al 1he ,,..
their life.
project has been comPrall ~aid t .
plc1cd, the students in the
wan1sth~Jl
dcpart.ment plan to pro--Katri11a Pratt,
"honor 1h.
vide men1oring for the
rnncc of o
senior
pyschology
,najor
children as repayment
rela1ion,bipi
for their participation.
tradiuon ol
C. W. Harris and Shadd
ship and c,:
Elementary Schools. in Sou1hThe data and research will be
involvement in l!tl"'wd
east Washington and Seaton Elc.based on questionnaires, drawsity ~tudents.
mentary located in Northwest
ings from the children and cre"We want to gel othc!
will be some of the elementary a1ive expression exercises.
involved in mcntoriJlt •
schools involved in the study.
"Socially mal-adaptive children
people," said A\'aJauraGI.
Ideas began formulating about
may be that way because they
senior psychology lll3ja ·
the project two years ago by prodon't feel any positive attachare schools tha1 people
fessor Jordan Jaiya John and a
ments to their environment, so
ally go to."
small group of students. The
therefore may abuse themselves
group now consists of almost 30
by doing things like committing

· Check us out on the Internet
at
hilltop.ho,vard.cdu
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Discussion Attempts To Explain Asian Mark
From CRISIS, A1
tic practices and market driven
economies, lhe present situation
might not have existed.
Howard professor Ely Dorsey
disagreed, saying the crisis has
been caused by the speculati ve
practices of American and European investors.
"This is not an Asian crisis."
Dorsey said. ''Calling it an Asian
crisis is White jingoism. They
were the ones who were making a
kjlling as speculators all but pan-

icked and called on the International Monetary Fund to intervene
when the game was up."
Dorsey said the regulation-free
markets of eastern Asia enticed
foreign investors, but they quickly pulled out their money at the
first sign of trouble.
"If for example it was Great
Britain's economy, they would
have quietly pumped money in to
fix it," Dorsey said. "The way Asia
is being treated is clearly racist."
Since last July, the Indonesian
and Malaysian currencies have lost

more than 60 percent of their value
to lhe U.S. dollar.
The IMF, an international lending agency that lends to countries
in debt on the condition they follow its strict monetary policies,
has pumped billions of dollars in
Eastern Asia. It !ended South
Korea $57 billion while Indonesia
has agreed to a $43 billion loan.
But Indonesian President Suharto has refused to comply with the
IMF's conditions.
"Suharto is I00 times worse than
Saddam Hussein, yet America has

propped him up;• Dorsey s:ud.
''Now he is saying he doesn't want
these people in his back yard."
The economic crash is having a
severe impact on living conditions
in the respective countries as food
prices and unemployment
increase. Tension over the worsening financial conditions are also
rising, and riots against rising food
prices claimed five lives in Jndonesia last week.
"The pain and suffering is only
for the short term," Cho said. "It is
difficult now, but it may be a bless-

ing in disguise."
Uri Dadush of the World Bank's
International Economics Department said the effects of the crisis
is not limited to Asia. but will also
be seen other countries'
economics.
"There will be a shift in the balance of trade from commodities
imported from developing countries 10 importing manufactured
goods from industrial nations,"
Dadush said.
Assistant professor of econom•
ics, Ademola Aiyegoro said the

devalu ed Asian ci.r
make American pr(I(.
expensive 10 Asiani,b!
ing exports.
''The opposite is Ihm
can market might be~
cheap goods from Asit'
said.
But this may not be
"The I 998 Hondi .
cheaper than the 1991
Kunle Malomo. a f111i
candidate.

Future For Old Post Office Pavilion Looks U ncerta'
From PAVILION, A1

"That's where the $1 store used to be and it was
probably the best money maker we had and that
just doesn't pay the rent."
Dire said that since the idea for the structure
began in the early '80s when real estate was big,

prosperous and profitable. But during the early
'90s, it didn't seem as profitable.
"As we approached the era of the '90s, real
estate was on a decline so when we did open this
facil ity in March of 1992, the economy was on
the decline, leaving us with a 100,000 sq. ft.
building that we had to lease out," he said.

The Atrium was originally leased from the
Federal Government by the Hillman Company,
but has since changed hands and is now owned
by the banking firm of Wells Fargo, Jnc., headquartered in San Francisco.
Although the building has been inactive since
it closed in 1996, Cineplex Odeon and Sony

movie theaters expressed interest t:
Multiplex theaters and large retail
to set up megastores.
Dire said currently all negotiat
prospective buyers are ''in the talh
added that the movie or megasim
could become a reality in the near Ill.

Task Force De01ands Political Activisin Front Students
From TASK FORCE, A1

for Liberation."
The purpose of the conference is to get students to "strategize on how to become an international student liberation organization," said Tanisa Foxworth, director of College Outreach.
"Through our College Outreach Program we've been working on educating and training students about liberation," Foxworth said. "We know we're starting a revolution, but a revolution
needs money too. Students need to understand that college is a privilege and many of our people don't get the opportunity to go, so they should understand that the skills they acquire are not
for themselves but for the community. We have to teach each other."

. ENRoUMENT.....
MAN°AGEMENT

The Tusk Force addresses other issues such as sexism, classism and racism. Its aim ti
Black people who are interested in accomplishing common goals.
"We just want to excite you enough just to make people act on their feelings," Bro11i
"Whether you join an organization that already exists. start an organization or join 00\
want you to become involved."
lf you would like more information about the Task Force call 404-752-TASK, or \~ls
site at YTF@mindspring.com.
Those interested in joining the Tusk Force's College Outreach Program at Howard t;'r;
can contact Engle Thompson at (202) 518-7370.
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Expand Your Educational Experience
Domestic and International Exchange Program
Announces Fall 1998-Spring 1999
Student Exchange Opportunities
•

♦ Choose

National Center for the
Treatment of Phobi-.
_
ety. and ·Depresalon
Fridays 12:00pm - 4:00pm
17BB S Street. N.W.
Waabington. D.C. 2

vSleeplessness
vUncomfortable in social
situatio n s

If the a n swer Is yes. call !ora l"
confidential visit with a mental
health pro fesslo na I . receive
lnlormational materlal. and a
resource/ ref e rral ltsl If appro~

from more than 300 schools worldwide.

♦ International

programs hosted through International Sh1dcnt
Exchange Progratn (ISEP), American Institute for Foreign
Studies (AIFS), and universities such as Columbia, Duke, and
Stanford

♦ Applications
♦ Deadline:

available in Room G-11, "A" Building.

20 March 1998

DoN'T

Miss THIS OPPORTUNITY
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from more than 300 schools worldwide. -

♦ International

programs hosted through International Student
Exchange Program (ISEP), American Institute for Foreign
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for Washington, DC's At-Risk Youth
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Volunteer Briefing Meeting
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Come Hear Featured Guest
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Guest Chefs
Will Include

I

Members of

'

the

House of
Representatives) l
l

'

l Recite Her Poetry and SpeakAbout the

I

•

iProblems Facing Today's Inner Cify Youth,
I
• • *
I 1l1e evening will elsofeature foodprepared

the

U.S. Senate

: and presented by our famous guest ~hcfs and
students chefs of !heSec Forever School.

and Members
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· Capital Children sMuseum
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See ForeV

l
I

'anew prowam Iha! provides

acadtmic and employment oppoltWlities for st-risk Dislrict high school students. Our
See Forever Students attend our school and w0Tk at our non-profit restauran~

'
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Untouchable Taste Catering
~
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All those who have signed up t~
volunteer or are interested in
volunteering
for the General Assembly Electi~~
Committee
please come to a
PollworkersBriefing Meetin~
Monday,March 9
at)pm
Blackburn Center Room l~~
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The NAACP Celebrates The Couple Brings A Taste 0
Rebirth Of The 'Crisis'
Philadelphia To The District
By ANGELICA MORRISON
Hilltop Staff Writer

Local supporters of the NAACP
flocked to Vertigo Books, in
Dupont Circle, to celebrate the
rebirth of Crisis magazine.
"What could be a better way to
close the last day of Black History Month," said Val Creighton, a
first grade teacher at University
Park Elementary School.
The NAACP monthly magazine
was founded by W.E.B. DuBois in
1910.
The magazine continued publication under various editors, but in
1996 the production of the magazine was suspended for a year
because the NAACP lacked funds,
said an NAACP representative.
The financial difficulties
occurred when Benjamin Chavis,
former president of the NAACP,
was accused of taking money from
the organization. He was later
removed from his position.
"It has been a long time, and it's
time to get back on track," said
Bruce McNeil, an area photographer. McNeil said the reemergence of the magazine is "a rekin-

dling of the African-American
Spirit."
In its early years, Crisis focused
on the beginning steps of the Civil
Rights Movement. Today, the
magazine is focusing on "how to
tackle tough issues the Black community faces today," said Robin
Bennefield, assistant editor.
She said the magazine approaches issues in the Black community
the way DuBois would approach
them if he was still alive today.
In the latter stages of Crisis, DuBois had a revelation in his theory about the status of Blacks in
America. He went beyond the tactic of integration and focused on
the self-pride of African Americans.
He describes African Americans
as 11 an American, a Negro; two
souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings and two warring
ideals in one dark body."
Confused members of the
NAACP forced DuBois to break
away from the magazine.
"It is important to make the magazine something that the NAACP
can be proud of," said Paul
Ruffins, the magazine's new editor.

Some say the quality of the mag- By Q. TERAH JACKSON
azine has deteriorated, but readers
said it is important to support the Hilltop Staff Writer
Black press.
"I used to read the magazine all
Howard University sophomore
of the time, it was a valuable infor- English major, Gina Morgan, said
mation source for the Black comshe gets tired of searching the Dismunity," said Ely Dorsey, a
trict and the surrounding area for
Howard Un'iversity information
the authentic taste of the Philadelsystems professor.
Dorsey said the magazine phia cheese steak.
Morgan said she is not talking
became "less effective" when
leadership within the NAACP about the subs offered in the District, but an actual Philly cheese
changed.
Supporters of the magazine said steak with fried onions and sizthat they have faith that Ruffins zling steak between soft Italian
will succeed in improving the bread.
Many Philly natives think
quality of the magazine and make
it. a positive outlet for Black Amer- Philadelphia is the only place to
,cans.
capture the true taste of the cheese
"Ruffins is the man who helped steak.
the rebuilding of the Crisis," said . A new cheese steak restaurant,
Julian Bond, who was recently which opened recently, promised
elected president of the NAACP. customers they will leave the
"He has raised the quality of the restaurant wiping the corners of
magazine, and I am proud of his their mouth.
hard work."
Husband and wife, Leon and LilFour new editions of Crisis have lian Haines, have brought the
been edited and Ruffins said he Philadelphia secret to the Metrohopes to gain the support of politan area. They opened LiLeons,
African-American readers and
other interested groups.

a restaurant in Suitland, Md., on
3674 St. Barnabas Rd.
Leon Haines, who worked for
Howard University's WHUT as
director of broadcasting operations
for 14 years, said his life changed
when his contract was not renewed
last year.
Haines said he was worried, but
he and his wife decided to live out
their dreams by opening their own
business.
The Philly natives knew the shop
would be a success, but they said
they did not expect it to happen so
quickly.
The owners said to create the true
taste they have Amoroso rolls
shipped in fresh from Philadelphia
every morning, and they use western sirloin beef.
"It's more than a sandwich, n Leon
Haines said. "We didn't imitate the
Philly cheese steak, we duplicated
it. II
The store's design is similar to the
authentic Philly cheese steak houses from the black and white tiles to
the autographed photos of celebri-

ties on the wall.
Since the restaurant has been
open, people have waited in line for
hours just to get a taste. But Leon
Haines said the line has started to
stretch past three neighboring
stores in the St. Barnabas Plaza
this past week. Haines said they
have to close the shop for a half
hour to clean the grill because it
needs cleaning by rriid-day.
Paula Deu tsh, a teacher at Suitland High School, waited for more
than an hour to get two cheese
steaks.
"[My boyfriend] likes Philly
Cheese Steaks, and there's not
much to eat around here besides
fast food," she said. "The atmosphere is friendly and the steaks are
worth waiting in line for."
Virginia resident Maxine Hill said
many other Black businesses used
to stand where LiLeons is.
"Supporting Black owned businesses [is important]," Hill said. 'I
wouldn't support a Chinese restaurant like this."
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Model NATO Summit Gives Student
Chance To Engage In .World Affair~
By J ENNI FER REDDOCK
Hilltop Staff Writer
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The future of Eastern and Central Europe lay in the
hands of 50 college students from 11 schools as they
negotiated, debated and occasionally rebuked each
other in diplomatic language at a model summit of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Student delegates discussed hypothetical political
scenarios such as the arrest of a sought after war criminal and NATO forces held hostage in the former
Yugoslavia.
This year's simulation exercise was held at the Days
Inn Downtown from Feb. 25-28, marking the 13th consecutive year Howard University has hosted the event.
NATO, a military alliance of democratic European
nations. which flourished during the Cold War as a
defense against the Soviet Union. has been forced to
adopt a new focus and now insists that it is not interested in intimidating Russia. But instead it wants 10
keep peace and ensure cooperation and stability in
Europe.
Jeneanne Murmann, a senior majoring in international relations from Kent State University, said she
attended the conference to see if what she learned about
the international organization could be applied in a simulated scenario.
"There's a lot of things you learn by experience," said
Murmann, who represented France on the North
Atlantic Council, the decisioll making body of the
alliance.
"When you get people together, you realize that it
might be harder to reach consensus on an issue,"Mur-

mann said. "It's different than what's in the text books."
Although the conference was only a exercise, students
made the countries they represented appear credible
and convincing.
Cadet Lt. Tom Toylor. who acted as the United Kingdom's Foreign Minister, frequently raised his placard
and debated intensely Britain's policy for dealing with
crisis situations. Taylor, a cadet at the West Point Military Academy in New York, said it is important for military personnel to understand the politics that sends
them off to war and peacekeeping activities, which is
why he attended.
"It helps provide a context for us,• Toylor said. "In the
post-Cold War world, NATO forces are asked to do
more than just the traditional war-time activities. We
need to know why we're sent overseas in some of these
situations, and why we defend other NATO
countries."
Howard students represented Canada and the Netherlands.
Joanne Lostrnc. who traveled from Dalhemsie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia, represented Canada.
She said she was impressed with the Howard University students who comprised the Canada delegation.
"Howard was excellent," said Lostrac, a graduate student in political science. "The students were wellbriefed, well-researched and really enthusiastic."
Andrew Fell and Melissa Pilotti, both majoring in
International Relations at the Georgia Institute of
Tochnology, said they felt like real diplomats.
"It's a little bit of a game. You balance your country's
interests and try to figure out what's your next move,"
said Fell, Belgium's representative. He admitted
though, that he doesn't expect that he'll ever be a

Ma,:S

Michael Nwanze, a professor In the Department of Political Science, addresses delegate11
model NATO summit last week. Christopher Richardson, right, actea as secretary general,
the conference.

NATO foreign minister.
"l'd like to work somewhere in the State Department
in a bureaucratic role," Fell said. "It's tough to see
myself in the role of NATO Ambassador. •
Pitotti said she learned about procedure and protocol,
and that the experience would help in her pursuit of a
career in international cooperation.
Michael Nwanze, a professor in Howard University's

Department of Political Science. said the 11~
represented the various NATO countriesaoo
nership for Peace among countries in the C.
wealth of Independent States.
"When an American c iti,en rnkes on thecb.
another country, and sees things from that ro.
spective, they gain a fuller appreciation of A:
policies on these issues," Nwanze said.

Castro Grants Pope's Wish, Starts New Tern
Hundreds Of Cuban Political Prisoners Set Free
By NEYSTAL HOWARD
Hilltop Staff Writer

Two weeks after releasing nearly 300 prisoners,
including some political detainees whose freedom had
been requested by Pope John Paul II during his January visi t to Cuba, Fidel Castro was reelected for another five-year term.
In his reelection speech Castro said although socialist leaders like himself will die, Cuba will not adopt
capitalism.
Castro said those who were hoping to witness the transition -- as the world did with the former Soviet Union.
it will not happen in Cuba.
Since overthrowing the democratic governmen t of
Cuba in a 1959 revolution, Castro has maintained a

communist doctrine and allegedly imprisoned many of
those opposed 10 his ideology.
Last month's release of prisoners is the largest number freed by Castro.
Ann Radelat, a reporter for Cuballlfo, a worldwide
newsletter. said this as a sign that Cuba is changing.
"Cuba wants to join the community of nations, to do
so it must show good diplomacy, first by Castro keeping his promise to the Pope and second, show a sign
to America 10 lift the embargo on Cuba," Rade lat said.
Joy Olson, one of the directors of the Latin America
Working Group, said she does not expect to sec radical changes in Cuba, but is pleased by what she has seen
so far.
"h's a positive sign, definitely a response to the
Pope's visit." Olson said.
But not everyone expects these changes 10 continue.

Aleida Rodriquez. professor in the Department of
Modern Languages, said this is just another part of Castro's strategy to maintain rule by giving Cubans false
hope.
"Cuba is like a pressure cooker." she said. "Every time
the pressure builds up he opens it to prevent an cxplnsion. •
During his visit 10 Cuba in January. the Pope strongly pleaded for the release of those imprisoned for their
political views. a list of whom was subsequently submitted 10 Castro.
But Cuban Foreign Ministry spokesman Alejandro
Gonzalez said some of the people on the Pope's list,
had already been freed.
Cuba, the largest Caribbean island, has been under a
U.S. embargo since 1962. The embargo make~ trade
between the two countries illegal, but the call for rais-

ing the restrictions has been growing.
Even some of Castro's enemies waat the
modified.
"It is now time for all Cuban-Americnnsto
efforts and show support tor legislation pmlmj
gress that will [exempt) food and mediCJt;
current embargo of Cuba," said Sah ia \\'"dz
utive director of the Cuban Committee for Ir
cy, an organization of Cuban Americansdi-'~
Lhe peaceful transition to dcmocraq in Cul\.
Rodriquez said she agreed with the !if•·.
embargo because it has·kept Castro in po11er
40 years.
"[The embargo] is the cxcu,e that he u,11
Cubans blaming American\ for their trw
said.

esty International Leads Protest
Of Civil Rights Abuses In Nigeria

•

\

Students Call for Renaming Of Street After Slain Nigerian
By KAREN THOMAS

Hilltop Staff Writer

More than I00 students and local activists rallied outside the Nigerian Embassy recently urging Washington to adopt tougher policies toward
Nigeria and to launch a drive to rename the block
for deceased Nigerian writer Ken Saro Wiwa.
"We [students] will not stand for injustice anywhere in the world," said Eric Luedtke, a student
member of All)nesty Intcrnalional, in a short
speech to the group. "We are here to tell President Clinton that a policy of positive engagement
cannot work with a country run by thugs."
The demonstration, sponsored by Amnesty
International. an independent worldwide movement working for human rights and the release
of prisoners. marked the National Day of Student Action.
In keeping with its practice of focusing on relevant issues, this year the group chose human
rights violations occurring in Nigeria.
Carrying signs and chanling "Ken Saro Wiwa,
we will remember," and "Boot Abacha, save
Nigeria," participanLs reverently marched around
the sign.
After a moment of silence, a young woman
climbed on the shoulders of Nigerian-born
Folabi Olagbaj u, holding a sign thal read: Ken
Saro Wiwa Pl., N.W.
Wiwa was one of nine minority rights campaigners who was hanged in 1995 in a prison in
Nigeria.
It was a mock dedication, but for activists it was
real.
"lt sounds simple, but it is very deep," Olag-

baju said. "It is a very symbolic gesture to the
psyche of the murderous regime in Nigeria.
Lord take my soul. The struggle continues."
"It is a way to honor Ken Saro Wiwa's life and
not only bring attention to Nigeria's human
rights issue, but to keep in international vision,"
said Laurel Converse, student area coordinator
of Amnesty International.
"This street is Lhe most appropriate one to rename in honor of Saro Wiwa because he sacrificed his life in the struggle for human rights for

ing Council, came into power in 1993 when Gen.
Sani Abacha ousted an interim· government
appointed after free and fair elections held in
June were annulled.
The country has recently began a transition
program it claims is designed to return the country 10 civilian rule. But this move has been
denounced as a sham that will allow Abacha to
don civilian clothing and succeed himself.
The next elections arc set for October 1998.
Marchers did not miss the chance to call on tile
public to boycott Shell U.S.A, whose
parent company Netherlands-based
"We Lstudents] will not stand
Royal Dutch Shell operates Shell
for injustice anywhere in
Nigeria.
the world. We are here to tell
Shell has been accused of destroyPresident Clinton that a policy of
ing the lands of the Ogoni people. a
_positive enga2ement cannot
worl<. ,vith a counlry run by thugs." Nigerian ethnic group.
The renaming effort fo11ows a recent
action in New York where grassroots
-- Eric Luedtke,
efforts led to the renaming of the
Amnesty International
street where Nigeria's New York consulate is located.
Second Avenue and 44th Street corNigeria," said Adotei Akwei, Amnesty Interna- ner is now Kudirat Abiola Corner, named after
tional advocate for Africa.
the slain wife of detained Nigerian presidentOlagbaju said naming of a street in honor of a elect Moshood Abiola.
Nigerian is not as far sighted as it seems.
Earlier this month, authorities renamed the
"America buys most ofNigeria's oil, more than street where the U.S. Embassy in Nigeria is
SO percent, and therefore America has a role in located after Nation of Islam leader Louis Farthis issue," Olagbaju said.
rakhan.
Africa's most populous country achieved indeTaking the cause to the streets has a deeper
pendence for m the United Kingdom in October meaning, Olagbaju said.
1960. The country has since experienced mili"When they come to work every morning the
tary rule interspersed by short-lived civilian name will stare at them in the face, it will play
administrators.
on their psyche," he said.
Nigeria's current regime, the Provisional Rul-
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10th Anniversary
Patricia Roberts Harris Public Affairs Program
in cooperation with
The Department of Modem Languages and Literatures
& The Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center
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In celebration of Black History Month
and
The 120 distinguished Howard Alumni

U

who have served as Peace Corps Volunteers since

U

Thursday, March 12, 1998
\Vest Ballroom-Blackbum Univer ityCenter
W Opening S~ion
TheWomen Ambassadors Program Conference
Spo11sor: The Departme/11 <if Moden, li111g11ages and Litemt11res, HowardU11i1•ersi~·

The Honorable Atade/eine Albright

Addr~

Secreta~1 ofState
t

Panel Disc~ion:

lVome11 Ambassadors i11 lVashingto11, D.C.
Her Excellency Eunice Bulane -Kingdom ofLesotho
Her Excellency Rachel Gbenyon-Diggs-Republic ofLiberia
Her ~.xcellency ~fa~ Kanya -KingdomofSwaziland
Her Excellency Alicia Martinez-Rio -Argentina(OAS)
HerExcellency Beatriz Ramacciotti •Peru (OAS)
Her Excellency Edith Sempala•Uganda

,

~

1

. ~tudents"ill be pre ented withawards onthe occasionofthe foreign language essay competition. The
\{ ~ esav, -written inthelanguages studied-is"The Role of\Vomenand Minorities in Diplomacy.''

xander f96)
Health Adviser

Quentin Baldwin f95)

I

Nicaragua - Health Adviser

Mary Faial f95)

, Reception

Cape Verde- English Teacher
Panel l)~clliSions
Forum, Ralph J, Bunche International Affairs Center
Panel I:
Chaim1an:

C,D. Glin f96)

~

South Africa - Education Adviser

Patricia RobertsHarrisasEducator
H.PatrickSwygert. President. HowardL1ni\'ersity

Pinel D:
Patricia Roberts Harrisi11 Politics and Co1111111111it)'
Chai~ rson: Dr. YYonnc Scruggs. Pre,idcnt. Black LeadershipForum. \Vashing1on. DC

Sonya Irving f96)
Benin" Business Cooperatives Adviser

Kali Jones f93)

I

Madagascar - Health Adviser

Alex Pickens f96)
Reception

Ivory Coast - Business Adviser

Friday, March 13, 1998

Earl Phillips f62)
Ghana ·· NGO Adviser

~
Panel Ill:

Chaim1an:

Octavia Shaw f96)

Patricia RobertsHarrisi11 Law a11d Public Service
Dr. Bobby Autin. President. Village Foundation, Arlington, VA

o Panel I\':

Patricia Roberts Harris• The Perso11a/ Dime11sio11
Chai~rson: The Honorable SharonPratt Kell}. fonnerly. Mayorof Washington.DC

Cameroon - English Teacher

Hazle Shorterf66 MD)

I

Malawi ••Doctor

Sheranda Smith f9n
Zimbabwe - English Teacher

' Recognition

Es ayContet \Vinncrs Subject: "Ethicsin Public Leadership:\Vhy ShouldWe Care"

Tosha Thompson f93)

~

Saturday, March 14, 1998

Ghana - Business Adviser
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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: Find out how you can work overseas with the Peace Corps! :
I

r1J

\fJ1

Bre~kfast
Restaurant, Blackburn University Center
All Pairicia RobcnsHarrisFellowsandFonnerFellows(Alumni)
Recounting ofExperiences in PostGraduate 1-,ducation and inthe Workplace

I

I

I

I
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: Visit Richard Campbell, your Peace Corps Campus Recruiter,
•
••
at the International Career Fair
:
Wed., March 4-- 2p.m. to 5p.m. -- Blackburn Center '"

:
•
:
:

l

Work Seitjon:
Chainnan &Presenter. Dr. ThomasBaille. Director, MoorlandSpingamResearchCenter
"The Harris Collertio11s-Co111e111s and Access"

~l

(703) 235-9191 or www.peacecorptgov
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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THE 1111 ,LTOP .
''Make ofme always a man [woman]
who questions!'
--Frantz Fanon
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Missing Leadership
oward University students will go to the polls therefore unable to reach out to different segments of
on March 10 to choose their Howard Univer- the diverse Howard student population.
Instead of fresh, innovative leadership, the candidates
sity Student Association president and viceseemed mired in slogans and rhetoric. They did not
president for next year.
However they may find their choices lacking in deci- offor new and inspired ideas. At times, the slates were
too busy attacking the platforms of their opponents to
sive leadership.
Each of the slates, "Plan Be," with Robert Hall and re-examine their own platforms and re-evaluate their
Alia Hashim, "The Firm," with Neville Welch and potential roles as leaders at the University.
If elected, the candidate~ would face a dilemma:
Michelle Richardson. and the "Empowerment Agenchoose
between the status quo or fight from the grassda," with Mario Clark and Sam McDonald, had parts
of a whole package necessary for effective HUSA lead- root~ for a revolution in leadership. This has been seen
ership, but none seemed able to draw all of the parts in the University"s past and hopefully to be seen in the
University's future.
together.
But it seemed as if the slates
The complete package of pro••
would choose status quo over revfessionalism, leadership and good
None of the candidates olution. Candidates willing to
campus relations could not be
found in any one slate. These for HUSA are right for speak the truth about changes that
should be implemented at Howard
slates often presented a good
the
position.
and a determination to see that
image, but were unable to deliver
truth spread have not been seen in
a depth of commitment.
this year·s HUSA campaign.
This assessment excludes the
The candidates were not without merit, but none
new candidates, David Russell and Summer Dye. for
no other reason than a lack of knowledge about their reached a consistent level of excellence that this Unislate and platform, since-they began the campaigning ver,ity deserves. They did no wrong, but may not be
able to commit to doing what is right for all Howard
late in the game.
The best slates for HUSA comprise more than just a students if the} wern elected to HUSA.
Even if none or the candidates really appealed to you,
public relations image, but none of the slates seemed
vote
anyway. It is said often enough, but is still true,
able to move past the popularity contest to real ideas
e\et) \'0te counts. As you stand in the voting booth,
and feasible implementation.
The ideas of who are the best people 10 lead the stu- be sure to \'Ole with your mind, deciding for yourself
dent body need to be reformed. Instead of candidates who will represent you best.
Vote to send a message to the present candidates and
who seem to represent one type of Howard student, the
candidates for president and vice-presidenl should those with future aspirations. Let them know what you
embrace different sections of the student body, while expect in a candidate and what is better left alone.
still complementing each other. The candidates on
each slate this year were cut from the same cloth, and
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he leadership brought to us by Jbe "Nation
He recognizes the impor1ance or all the members of
Time" slate of Jonathan Hutto and Shawn Har- Howard Uni\'ersity - alumni, faculty, community
vey will be missed on Power Hall.
members. and administration - but realizes that his
But an element of the efficient team should remain tirst commitment is to the students. He would be reppart of the visible leadership of Howard Uni~crsit). Of resentative of the undergraduate student. not the facthe three undergraduate trustee candidates offorcd this ulty or alumni, who have their own trustees. or even
year. one stands out for a number of reasons.
the graduate students, who also have their own trustee.
Jonathan Hutto embodies some of the best characAlthough some trustee, are elected and then quickteristics needed in an undergraduate trustee.
ly forget who elected them. Jonathan Hutto seems
With his success as HUSA presunwilling to do that and d,id not do
ident. Hutto has proven his lead•
that in his role as HUSA presiership ability. When aspiring stu•
dent. Part of his platform includes
dent leaders believe that there is
Jonathan Hutto is the accessibility to the students,
only one way to the top of the
best choice for
which would be accomplished
Howard hierarchy, through spethrough a student response form
cific organizations and con neeundergraduate trustee. available in the Office of the Sections, they can look at Jonathan
retary. the Howard Website and
Hutto's record.
...__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ ___. through voice mail.
He was the most knowledgeable
His position as a resident assistant and constant political acti vism in HUSA and the of all the candidates, not only of what is required of a
Undergraduate Student Assembly have assured stu- student leader at Howar~ but of the history and process
dents of his commitmenl to them and to the Universi- of the undergraduate tru\tee position.
Some previous student trustees' focus after being
ty at large.
Hutto seems to operate on the fringes of many dif- elected has been called into question, but their lack of
ferent groups, while still being wholly included in all direction may have resulted from being unaware of
of the groups. The position of undergrnduatc trustee what 1hey could and could not accomplish with their
does bring up issues that Jonathan Hutto ha~ not position. Hutto should not be blind-sighted as they may
encountered during his time in HUSA. but he seems have been. He secms aware of the limitations of his role,
ready for the challenge.
but is willing 10 strctch those limits as far as possible
With the role of the undergraduate trustee supposedly for the good of the students.
Ile knows that he cannot write a newsletter alone, but
shrouded in secrecy, the students of Howard need a
trustee willing to reveal all that he or she can to the peo- intends to solicit the chairman of the Board of Trustees,
Frank Savage to write a newsletter.
ple whom the decisions affect most.
Jonathan Hutto is able to work within the system of
While many student trustees beat the secrecy issue
into the ground, substituting regurgitated rules for cre- the administration building while still retaining his revative ideas, Jonathan Hutto would introduce realistic olutionary spirit and eye for positive change. He comissues to be brought before the Board of Trustees. As bines the activism and commitment to students needproof of his commitment to change. he has alrcad) ed in a truMee. with a love for Howard, which is
started work on a Howard Metro Link, joining current necded to represent the University.
students with alumni in their field.
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Le iter to th e Editor

I

af
er
I personally take offense to the cartoon in the Feb. 27, 1998 issue of Tire Hilltop which depictsai.u bt

To the Editorial Staff of Tire Hilltop:

caust Museum being overshadowed by an immense Negro Holocaust Museum. This letter is not IOC(ljl :;
sufferings of the Jewish people with those of African descended peoples. They should not be compa.11. ci
m
a light as to downplay the other. Both events are horrible to contemplate and there is not reason 1opbo
and Jews against one another. It only reinforces the status quo.
le
J

Irene Lewis. sophomore

OUR MISSION
As one of the oldest student institutions at Howard University, Th e Hilltop seeti•
embody the University's motto of Truth and Service.
Since 1924, Th e Hilltop has served as the watchdog of the University, facilitatinlfl
access to information and stimulating critical thought and intellectual debatl.
Through our news coverage and lead opinion-making, we hope to set a stnodan1
collegiate newspapers and journalism. We champion the student voice withlt
Universities across this nation and around the world.
~
As a member of the Black press, it is our duty to seek out news that affects the di'! 1
and political being of African Americans so that we may determine our coullt t
Without knowledge of ourselves, we are like a tree without roots.
1
r=========m =.=;:;:::;E==
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THE HIUTOP encourages you to share your views. opinio11s and ideas. We p11blm
material addressed to us, a11d routinely edit fetters for space and style. letters as well asa
taries 11111st be typed signed with full addresses and telephone ,wmbers.
Tlte opinions expressed 011 the Editorial Page are solely the views of the Editorial Bo,;;~
do not reflect the opinio11s of Howard U11iversit): its administration, THE HIUTOP Board
studems.
Please nddress letters and comments to:
Editorial editor
The Hilltop
2251 Sherman Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
NATALIE Y. MOORE
Editor in Chief
ERIN

F. MCKINNEY

Managing editor
VALYNCIA S,\UNDERS
BOBBY WHITE

&

ADPOIJC
TbeHillklp

adw.:. lL:

rt

Zf.RI.INR H UG HF_<;

Pulse editor

Campus editors

KARINTHA \VHF.ATON

Sports editor

KEYA GRAVES

City editor
8RUNDA VICKERSON

Photo editor

LoLLY BOWF.AN

Nation editor

KINNE111 Russr-:1.1,
World editor

TINA JOHNSON-MARCEL

Chief Copy editor

ROCHELL BISHOP

Com.LE ACKER
Editorial editor

Copy editor
CHANA GARCIA

Copy editor

JANINE JIARPER

F~tyle editor

AJJJNJOSEPH
On Line editor

ALF.XL<; IIENR\'

Copy editor

KoBINA YANKAH

Graphics editor

The I/ii/top Editorial Board voted on student government endorsements. The Board
consists of the Editor in Chief, 1\-lanaging Editor, Campus Edito1; Editorial Editor and
FreeStyle Editor. Candidates were inten·iewed by the Board. A ~raduate truskl' was
not endorsed because one of the candidates works for The llilltop.
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A Student Trustee With A
Voice
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MILLICENT SPRINGS

Business Manager
AMELIA COBB

Asst. Business Manager
MICHELLE AIUUNGTON

Advertising Manager
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Co01ing Soon,
Geroninto
\Jld-widc media attention
o kg.ii strmcg1s1 of lhe
Jt successfully ·defended
i1mp~on. Atty. Johnnie
i mo1cd on lo c,cn greaicr
~ C'ochran defended for..,L Panther and accused
Gt!ronimo Pratt. and 1hc
ltd 10 ,t forthroming book
..on picture
1 \\di-decorated Vietnam
:ran. joined 1he nulitant
"4!ier Part) ufter hi, d1~~ the sen ice.
f.69. he was charged with
1-.:hool 1eacher on a tenni,
• S.mta Monica Cahf. •·
·, ,chcment denial that he
mile, ,111a} m Oal.J,mcl at
ltof 1h.: murder
1:!Jjmcd thai FBI wiretaps
dlJnce of Pan1her headould suh,1.1n1iatc his
.t:t durmg th,• I 960~. the
h.id ticcnmc ,t tar,•et of 1he
1erm1elhgcncc program.
1~01 nearl} 30 years Ill a
lilrrhon. mostly in solitary
cnl. Prall 11as 1urned
11 con,etu1ive times for
Humthe C'alifornm State
lkonl The ruhngs wen! a
hi\ re, olut1onar} past
a:11ons :is commander of
rn California branch of
PJ11lhcr Part).
)1111inally released last June
ge ruh:d 1ha1 a key gov1,111<:", who turned out to
inform.mt. had lied. V11,1I
,11\0 h.:en suppressed,
l'!'Conh related ll) the
nl) rewrfaced in 1he
O<.

g 10 media reports. a
Jocum.:nt the protrac1ed
.:~le: 10 free Pratt ,tnd 11 iII

(

!)

I

\

be released early next year. In addition, a movie deal is expected to be
finalized within 30 days.
This history-making dual project,
based on the indomitable spirit of
true hero. has all the necessary
ingredients to make a three-fold
revolu1ionary impact -- socially,
economically and politically.
Firs1. sociall}\ the project will help
transform the grossly distorted
image, of Black men shown m
movies through cinematic engineering. Second. economically it
will boost public interest in Prall as
a speaker and authority on reform
for the penal system. where the
government spends more on each
prisoner than on each child in
school. and pr011dc financial securit) for his family. who have been
des1royed by this extreme act of
inJusllcc. Third. poli1ically it will
raise public awareness ol the govcrumelll-~ponsored conspiracy and
its brurnl repression of Black political prisoners.
In the final analysis. if this projecl
materiali,cs :is planned, it will most
cer1a111ly rank with the best in the
Black. experience, in terms of Hter:tr) and cultural value. The plan will
reap financial profit, comparable to
blockbuster '90s st) le Blnck protest
films like .. Panther" and ··Malcolm
thrusung powerful momentum behind the ma" movement 10
force the government 10 conduct
congres,ional hearings into 1hc
FBI\ dealings with Black poliucal
pn-;oncrs. The lime has come.

x:·

"!ht' writer i.1" co1111111111ity acril-isr,
critic. wul 111iter llf the I ihemtirm
lmob1m·1 i11 Afnwulria. \t,.

\\'ING MARABLE

"Should America
Apologize For
Slavery?''
t ;:,ercka-.e of Ste,cn Spiel'Amistad,' a major pub~ 113.\ emerged about the
, buro.:n of lavcry." ithc:ili,cd culture ol Amerlfrgtrqucstion, "c should
ocd about should focus on
politics h.:hind the con. d1-.cussion of ,lavcry
l!llwl magazine bluntly
mild Amc:nca Apologi1e
. ? . Long describcd a,
ti, original sin. ,la, c1 y i,
ill3Jo-.l : dogging our steps
~1«1ing m bl;ick ,1gains1
,t of dcmo.:ratic 1Jeals r
It so many problem\ and
--ir-•etued racism in th
1e111cm:e ;1bme. 1ha1 it is
10kno1\ where to bcgin.
Ille lir,1 poml 10 he made
.!1'JJ!I> all people anJ ci, h:iie c:<.pcrienco..-<l ensl:n eTbrough mo,1 his1or).
1!a1n were nnl identilied
:iili:Yof 1hcir ,k.in.
l.i.\\ho lin•d in ancient
£(Opie we today wou Id
li 'Wh11e," were sla,cs.
course, experienced long
of bondage. The great
~f Europeans "ho seuled
:.:ni b.:fon: 1800 arri vcd as
1enan1s. forced 10 wo1i...
n1erm\ of year~
tmorical facts are imporlhe point must be made
U) \\JS abou1 economic
n, not just about color.
'1.1 d1ltcrent about sl:1\·ery
5
.r.JCrica, and the Caribbean
·: con,1ructinn of \Vhitc
}•· on ideology of privilld Jl()\\cr that rationalized
1<;,ndJge. Legal slavery was
more than 130 years ago.
liclilog}· of\Vhitc raci,m il.
,erful toda}.
~$lion "Should America
t ~ raises add11ionnl probAqy apolog} in\11Jvcs two
'• the rccogn111011 that one
•lpJTI) has offended a sec:llt), and that there is an

'/,

anempt to express regret and to
make amends. An apology without
some compensation to the aggrieved J>arty is an empty gesture, words
uttereii without me:mrng.
Slave, y 1s dead. but the crime of
insututional racism sllll exists. The
Llth Amendmcnl. which outlawed
sla,cr). did liule to eradicate
racism. or 1he exploitation of
African Americans.
The Cl\ ii Rights Movement a
century later gave us access to pubhe accommodations and the right to
1 ntc, hut did not oval urn the pernicious pallern of rovert), uncm•
ploymcnt and inferior treatment
11h1cb still ,tratifics our society b)
race and class.
The current demands for affirma1in: .1c1ion and reparations for
African American'> are both about
compcnsmory jus1ice" •· nol just
the rhetoric of regret. but the actual 1mpleme111ation of policies which
redress real grievances and damage
against our people and communi-

tic:~.
To describe <;Javery as Newsll'eek
docs as a "shadow," and White
democracy as "sunlight." is to
equate blackness with "original sin"
and whiteness with America.
Blad people have been on this
continent much longer than the
Uni1ed States has existed as a
nation. \Ve arc. in effect, the key litmus test on the viability of dcmocraq. and even the 1ery idea of what
"A1nt:rica" can become.
The ordeals of slav~ry and insti•
tuuonal racism create a common
des1111y. Ei1her we face 1ha1 history
hone,tly. with a commitment to jus1ice, or this nmion will ultimately
collapse beneath the weight of 1he
ma~s1vc contradictions.
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RANDY SHORT

The New Crusades?
The threatened showdown in lraq
is not a phenomenon of the hydrocarbon age: it is a crude refrain of
an unholy debacle -- the Crusades.
America plays the neo-Holy
Roman Empire as ii conspires to
murder sc~>res of innocent Muslim,.
Did the Joint Chiefs of Staff
remember the Crescen1 whipped
the Cross handily? As a Black
Christian, I wholly opposed the war
and the phony appeals to Christ to
justify another war of genocide
against the heroic people of Iraq
because Americans love cheap
petroleum.
Bill Clinton has a lot of nerve trying 10 enforce laws in a nation in
which he is neither a citizen nor a
ruler. Besides. when did he become
a faithful keeper of his vows? He
should really be a Christian and
stop trying to use anti-Muslim sen1iment to get support.
Face the facts, the world will not
forever allow Americans to steal
their natural resources. Instead of

THEO SPENCER

Four years have past since Mike
McLeese has taken the reigns of the
Howard University Men's Basketball Team. Not only is the 1eam
having trouble jumping, lhey arc
having a hard time winning also.
Mcleese is so bad. he needs 10
starl wearing a bloody butcher's
apron on the sideline. It is fairly
obvious, e1cn to the basketball
uncnligh1ened al Howard. thal
Mcleese must go.
Herc arc some li ps the Athletic
Department should employ when
choosing a new basketball coach:
Firs1, the department should starl
looking for a new coach right now.
One of the reasons Mcleese has
done so poorly is the fact that he
was chosen so late in the year.
Mcleese got the men's job in October 1994. He got the job so late, he
had no chance to recruit or scout
players. If a new coach is hired
now, they may have a chance to sign
some players before the April sign•
ing deadline for high school athletes
Secondly, look for a coach with a
sound philosophy and vision for
the 1eam.

unloading our surplus weapons on
children, now is the time to convert
our fuel needs from gas and oil 10
things 1ha1 can be produced wi1hin
the borders of the United States.
Behind 1he veiled hatred of Arabs,
our so-called free media delight in
convincing us of the humanitarian
concern for the people of Iraq as the
reason we plan to smart-bomb
1hem. Nobody really cares for the
Marsh Arabs (they're Black anyhow), Kurds (too dark, no oil) or the
Shii1e majority.
The former were vic1ims of C IA
skullduggery initiated by President
Bush. These people were promised
American assistance if 1hey rose
against Saddam Hussein in 1991 .
Their hunger for freedom prompted 1he Shiites to take the bait, bu1
they were betrayed and Allied
forces sat idle while 1he Republican
Guards slaughtered them in their
holy places.
As for the ever-suffering Kurds,
they too were pimped by the CIA
and are 1hc world's second largest

minority group without a s1a1e •·
just after Black Americans.
An angry God will judge America for he r harlotries and blasphemies against humanity.
Thus far. the same Negro "misleaders" who tell us 10 be non-violent and trust in the goodness of
America ad nauscam have said
nothing abou1 this forthcoming
spectacle of genocide. They preach
lllrn-1he-01hcr-chcckisms 10 victims
of oppression while adding nails 10
Uncle Sam's Louiwillc Slugger.
These are the same folks who,
today, claim they marched with
King :ind followed Malcolm. but in
reality were on the FBl's payroll.
Unfortunately, Black people do
not learn from history and are
repeatedl} abused by its repercussions.
In the J960s, we squandered our
fa1hers. sons and uncles in Vietnam,
slaughtering the natives -· people
who never called us niggers.
\Ve fought for a nation that, in
return, poisoned us with opiates

and alkaloids, and locked up the
flower of our male youth in ware·
house styled concentration camps
called prisons.
Black folks need to get a life and
s1op being so patriotic aboul every
vi le 1hing the U.S. government
does.
\Ve arc the ftr~t to die either via
infant mortality, crime or war. We
should be the most anti-war people
on the face of this earth.
We, too, after 400 years of terror
and oppression need to open our
eyes and join the forces of anti·
imperialism and demand the aboli·
tion of White supremacy and its
libelous use of God's name. America's aggression in the Middle East
makes it the probable location of a
Liulc Big Horn comeuppance in
the new millennium.

The cohmmisr is a docromf stu·
de111 i11 the Colfege ofArts and Sci·
ences.

Howard Men Can't Jump
The four teams that Mcleese has
posted doubl- digit losses with have
all featured different players. Not
only hal'e they fea1urcd different
players. they also had mismatched
personnel.
A good example is this year's
1eam. The L998 Bison feature
guards that run the floor well
accompanied by big men who do
not run 1he floor well. Nol only are
the big men on this team slow,
Mcl eese uses full court pressure
defenses wiLh them and they can't
cover the court
The men's team has no offensive
scheme. Almost every possession
seems like a struggle lo get the ball
in the hands of a scorer. The defense
played by the Bison leaves the big
men in a very poor position to
rebound.
It seems unfathomable that someone with a vision for lhe 1eam
would recrui t players 1ha1 play so
poorly together.
.
Contrary to public opinion, the
ball players here are decent. None
of these guys would be a North
Caroli na Tarheel if they were not a

Bison. but nonetheless, these guys
arc talented enough to win games
in 1he Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference.
This fac1 leads to the third thing
the Athletic Department should do:
Look for a coach who can teach
the game of basketball.
Why is the women's basketball
team good? The women are good
because their coach, Sanya 'Iyler,
teaches the girls how 10 play.
Eriade Hunter, one of the key
players on the Lady Bison, was a
walk-on. Tyler found a way to get
something out of Hunter although
she did not recruit her. Watch the
women play pick-up games in the
gym. The women play fundamental ball.
A coach at this school has to be
able to teach fundamentals.
The Talented Tenth of basketball
players in this country will not
choose Howard. The players who
come here need to be taught about
the game of basketball.
Whoever is chosen to lead the
basketball team has 10 be a good
teacher.

Mcleese has not taught any of his
players how to make their game
beuer. He has not taught this tearn
how to run a fas1 break. He has not
taught his big men anything they
can use in the low-post. He has not
taught his guards how to take care
of the ball or distribute the ball to
hot players on the court.
Mike Mcleese has proven that
hiring a coach who is from th.is
area is a mistake.
Howard is not going to get the
truly talented ballplayers from the
Washington, D.C. area. Go to cities
like Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Atlanta, Philadelphia, New York or
Houston and find a coach.
The last item on the list is com·
mitment. The Athletic Department
has to be commiued to winning. If
the athletic department isn't committed to winning, four years from
now. The Hilltop will be able to
print this article again.
The writer is senior chemistry

major.
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. The 1998 Howard Universi'l'. Homecoming Steering Committee

Now Accepting Applications & Proposal/or Homecoming '98! !!
.

I

xecutive Board positions available:
Vice Chair
Executive Secretary
Operations/Project Manager
Executive Assistant

Support Staff positions available:
Webmaster
Vending Director
Administrative Clerk

Proposals being accepted for the following event coordinators:
Mr./Miss tloward Pageant
Fashion Show
Step Show
Artistry in Motion - dance, poetry,
and art show
Howard Family Ret1nion (yardfest)
Promotions & Prodt1ctions

If you are interested in being apart of the Homecoming Steering Committee in any capacity, pid
an application in the Office of Student Activities, Blackburn Center, Suite 116.
*Position criteria and duty list are also available.

All applications, proposals, or any other materials are due Friday, March 13~ 1998 by
5:00pm.

11.\, M\RCH 6,
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from Classroom To Boardroom:
!tudents Seek. Entrepreneurship Opportunities
entrepreneurial
acuv1ty on
them to the test to begin his own
Howard's campus and its surbusiness.
'!ISraff \\'riter
To promote enrollment into the
rounding communities, he said.
I03 recogni1ed hi~torically Black
"SEC's mission is to support and
colleges/universities
across the
promote the existing elements of
a a small office filled with
phenomenal entrepreneurship,"
country, Abdur-Rahman began
n.inics, numbers and business
what is now the Black College
Abdur-Rahman said. "We arc just
mds of the future Black
coordinating what's already there."
Information Network.
-!I and ~haken. of the world,
As a high school student in New
He smd the organization is centralliJ Abdur-Rahman, executive
izing all entrepreneurial activity
York. Abdur-Rahman looked for a
-r±lutor of the Student Entrewithin the School of Business so
college that would not only enhance
,,..:r-hip Center.
that students who arc interested in
his academic skills, but also his
~11ooming to Howard, Abdur.II,. a ~nior finance major, entrepreneurship have a specific cultural appreciation. Unfortunateplace to come if they need inforly. sifting through the piles of mail
s;!IIIOmect his gllals 111 the most
mation.
from Georgetown University and
• and efficient manner. He
Abdur-R,1hman said that Howard
American University, Abdur-Rah.Jibe Entrepreneurial Society
docs its job at promoting and eduman was never confronted with a
tSd1ool of Busmess.
cating students toward entrepre- . letter of invitation from schools
:ub inception IO years ago,
neurship, but ca1mot make anyone
like Howard, Morgan State or
:,pruzauon ,eeks to "support,
an entrepreneur.
Clark-Atlanta universities.
u and encourage entrepreSEC will hold its first EntrepreAbdur-Rahman said he knew
r.: ':ipin thc School of Business
neurship Conference in April,
something had to be done to change
~ llollardon a whole," Abdurwhere the first Student Entreprethis recurring situation. With all the
l i., >lid.
neurship Education Scholarship
resources and opportunities that
\:::r-Rahmnn ~aid the society's
will be awarded. This scholarship is
HBCUs have to extend, most
.!ioon and purpose was sound.
uu,h:ud to motivate Mudents designed to encourage entrepre- African-American high school stuno: have a common goal. neurship and requires a student to dents have a hard time getting information on these schools.
R.ihman began his duties as con~truct their own business plan.
[ 1ecoordinator of the newly
Abdur-Rahman docs more than
"When I was in high school, I
wasn't given much information
iMl Student Entrcpreneur- just sit behind a desk and point students in the right dirccuon. He took
about Black colleges." Abdur-RahCtntcr m 1997.
ltC ICCk\ to advance student Ju-; person,11 experiences and put man said. "But once I got to
Howard, I realized that since I was
at a Black college, I could get the
information back to the people who
needed it and wanted it."
The Black College Information
Network was founded in 1996 and
since then has offered more than
125 high school students from New
York and New Jersey the opportunity to see Black colleges up close
and personal.
During the pa,t two years, BCTN
has sponsored a Black College
Weekend. High school students
were able to live the college life for
one weekend at Morgan State,
Howard and Hampton universities.
What began as just a weekend al
Howard has expanded to two other
schools in the surrounding areas.
Abdur-Rahman said he is slowly
attempting to expand the trip to
other schools Like Spelman College, Morehouse College and Clark
Tez Mills, owner of Mills' Animal Care Service Inc.
Atlanta and Florida A&M univcrll£1!11£k SA\ \GE

I

sities.
Along with attending the Black
College Weekend, high school
sophomores, juniors and seniors
can also receive a Black College
Application Pack. When a student
requests this pack, their name and
address is automatically sent to nine
HBCUs requesting applications
and brochures •· Clark Atlanta.
Florida A&M, Hampton, Howard,
Morgan State, Norfolk State, North
Carolina Centnil universities, and
Spelman and Morehouse colleges.
Abdur-Rahman's future plans for
BClN are to create a 900 number to
make his service available nationwide. He said he also wants to promote the Black College Expo to
offer students entertainment on
their visits.
Abdur-Rahman also wants to
extend his services to junior high
school students in a Black College
Sleep Away Camp, where students
will get a chance to experience
dorm life on campus.
The gateways toward entrepreneurship were 1101 opened just to
Abdur-Rahman. He said his entrepreneurial beginning was inspired
by Havanah H. Llewellyn, senior
marketing major and part owner of
R.E.A.L. Designs. a specialty
advertising and graphic design
firm.
R.E.A.L. Designs started in January 1996, by Howard students.
The business is operated by
Llewellyn; G. Eric Anderson.
senior marketing major; and Jalcel
Kinsey, senior management major.
R.E.A.L Designs doc~ graphics
and specialty advertising for 3100
manufacturers which produce over
400,000 products. Tt has been a
source of service to the Howard
community through many campus
events including •· Homecoming,
School of Business Conferences.
annual Woman to Woman Conference, School of Communication's
25th Anniversary, and HUSA and
UGSA activities.
R.E.A.L. Designs has also taken
iL~ creativity to markets all across
the Washington. D.C., metropolitan

'

Isa Abdur-Rahman, founder of the Black College
Information Network.
area including: WKYS 93.9 FM vacancy for a student who will

radio station, US Air, Congress,
BET, Up Against the Wall and the
Children's Defense Fund.
After graduating, the owners of
R.E.A.L. Designs said they intend
to remain in the District and purchase a specialty advertising franchisc and change their name to
Advenlures in Advertising Consuiting Group.
During the First Howard Excellcnce Awards Ceremony in 1997.
the company received the Student's
Entrepreneurs Award. In his sophomore year at Howard, Llewellyn
was vice president of the Entrcpreneurship Society in the School of
Business.
There has been tremendous
advancements in this organization,
but a student must also go beyond
the group to seek the various outlets of entrepreneurship. Llewellyn
said.
"The University has lacked to help
cultivate students toward entrepreneurship in a structured form,'' he
said. The School of Business does
not offer classes directly related to
entrepreneurship. said a representative from the school.
Llewellyn said R.E.A.L. Designs
plans to start an internship program by August or September, and
has an admin istrative assistant

.
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graduate in May.
Junior business management
major Thz Mills learned skills, discipline and techniques ofpetsitting
while in the military. The Chicago
native said he has always had a
"pooper scooper" on hand.
While serving in the military,
Mills said he was often asked to
visit homes to tend to dogs and
cats. Mills said he did not expect a
few favors to turn into a lucrative
business.
For the past four years. Mills has
built Mills' Animal Care Service
lnc. in Virginia. When a customer
calls, Mills walks and feeds the animal, refreshes water and scoops cat
Litter.
Mills will be featured in Fmures
magazine •• a publication distributed to military bases across the
country •· for his involvement in
petsitting.
Like
Abdur-Rahman
and
Llewellyn, Howard students are
spending their time doing more
than just going to class.
To receive The Black College
Application Pack call (800) 9889243.
Photos courtesy of
Web Dreams Technologies·
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Self-Reliance Stressed In Student:· Business .
.

\ffi.\ ABDUR-R,\lll\l \N

Staff \Vriter
uy Black. Support Black-owned businesses.
These are just some of the phrases Black
youth hear encouraging entrepreneurship. A
of SC\en Black ~tudents and college graduates
'!.It message to heart and put their heart into their

B

;iriness.

JKane, Lauren Fmncis, Charles DeVeaux, Lau1'.:mi;, Reginold Robin, Ti-Anna Goff and Paul
.!i are entrepreneurs.

They own Frmtion Cater!~ in Washington, D.C.
,
~ts] need to take a different route rather than
; good grades and hoping that a Fortune Five
will take you." said Kane, an accountant who
l..lUd from Howard in 1995.
· tof people graduate and do things for other comsaid Atkin~. a senior electrical engineer major,
'llprople graduate and m.,ke $40.000 easy money.
~ng a thought for ourselves -- it's a lot to take

..aiooe mvolved with Fruition has either a job or
'illldies to occupy their time. Kerner, a graduate
~ and Wales College, has been a chef for 15
:\Robin, a former I lampton University student. is
..wityspecialist. Francis. an administrational jus~ilJOr and DcVcaux. a biology major, are gradu-

~ltniors.
· lafinl grade teacher and former Howard student
giMluated from the University of Maryland in
1 sct, her involvement 111 Fruitiou as not only a
activity.
.dually, we hope 10 do this full-time and become
~tlilnt,' Goff said.
r.:munityempowermcnt, teaching by example and
-rtliance and self-help is the three-prong mission
:.tcatering company.
i..:k businesses don't realize what resources we

have in our own community," Kane said.
Kane said that having seven contributors to Fruition
with different backgrounds allows them to handle
most of the aspects of the business by themselves. The
number of people involved with the company takes
away some of the financial burden, Kane said.
"We can be each other's crutches," Robin said. "We
don't have to worry about folding or falling."
Although Fruition is Black-owned, Kerner said they
won't have to worry about facing racial obstacles.
partly due to their location.
"I don't think we're a minority, we're a majority,"
Kerner said.
Kerner said that his training will enable the company to cater upscale events and community events.
"It's the way you present yourself."
Kerner has been asked to cook "soul food" by Whites
as well as Blacks who stereotyped him.
"You're going to see what I put before you. We do it
all," he said.
DeVcaux is confident that the presentation. quality
and reasonable prices of Fruition will be competitive
with some of the larger more established caterers.
"There are the Nikes out there but not everybody can
afford Nike," D eVeaux said.
"It's the little things •· sticking to the basics," Kerner said. "Every big company started out doing the
basics."
Robin said that Fruition will serve as a foundation for
other endeavors the members may want to gel involved
with.
"This is just step one," Robin said. "Five years fro1n
now, you may not even sec us in Fruition. We're just
the founders."
Even if the seven founders of Fruition decide not to
remain entrepreneurs, Deveaux said they are happy to
have been on their own at one point in time.
"ll's one thing to do work and to do work well."
DeVcaux said. "But somewhere in there you have to
do something for you and by you."
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Photo courtesy of Web Dreams Technologies

Students entrepreneurers of Fruition Catering! left to right: Charles Deveaux, Lauren Atkins, Lauren
Francis, Tl-Anna Goff, David Kane and Regina d Robin. Not pictured: Chef Paul Kerner.
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Student Entrepreneurs Build
Business Around Southern us'
By KEtSKA KELLY
Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard student Brandon Broussard took advantage of the opportunity to start a business venture
with the music of his hometown.
Broussard, a political science
major, is the founder of the Down
. South Boys, a group that promotes
parties for students from the South.
He began hosting small parties for
his friends during his freshman

year.
His parties began to grow when
many students from the South realized that his parties catered to their
tastes. The Down South Boys hosted their first party, The Southern
Player's Ball, after Howard's
Homecoming Fashion show last
year.
"You don·1 get an opportunity to
hear that much southern music in
D.C.," said Erika McConduit, a
junior television production major
from New Orleans.
Broussard along with Clyde
Adams, a junior in the school of
business, and Derrill James. a
senior biology major, both from

Houston, started Down South Boys
because they felt that there was a
need and a market for southern parties for the students on Howard's
campus.
Hosting large partil.!s is not something new for Broussard, a Hou~ton
native.
While in high school, Broussard
hosted parties that attracted more
than 1,000 Mudents. He has taken
past experiences and brought it to
the parties he has hosted for
Howard students.
" I only choose the best so I know
that my parties will always be the
best," Broussard said.
Last year's ball introduced DJ Drf
Jam Blaster. one of the top deejays
in Texas. Broussard also booked
the Bayou Club in Georgetown,
because he said he wanted to assure
that his party gucsti; had the best
accommodations.
"Music brings about unity and
the best thing about the party was
seeing everyone united and ...
enjoying themsc(\'cs," said Mario
Clark, a junior political science
major from Atlanta. about last
year's first annual ball.
"'The party appealed to all crowds

because the deejay played all types
of music not only southern music,"
said Denise Sabbath, a senior biology major from Detroit.
Down South Boys has gone
through some changes since last
year.
Adams and James are no longer
members of the Down South Boys
because they now have other obligations. Broussard now works with
two new members, Chad Kennedy,
a senior civil engineering major
from New Orleans, and Shannon
Hollie. a senior biology major from
San Francisco.
Broussard and the new members
of the Down South Boys will host
this year's Southern Player·s
Reunion on March 14 at Bayou. DJ
Aggra,ated from Texas will deejay
the party. Broussard said he will
pla) a varie1y of music as did DJ
Def Jam Blaster.
"The deejay will play whatever is
hot (on the r-.rJio] at the time."
Broussard said. ·•He will play mostly sou1hern rap. Miami bass, New
Orleans bounce and old school
West Const.''
Sou1hern rap, Miami bass. and
New Orleans bounce are some

Photo b-, '

The Down South Boys executive board.

facets of sou1hern music. These
types of music are usually produced
to make the lbtener dance. Broussard said.
Some people argue 1hat solllhcrn
music should not be classified as
rap music a1 all. They say southern
music is in a division by itself. it
cannot be compared to East Coast
or \Vest Coas1 rap music.

People who li"en 10 i.outhcrn
music tend to lis1en to a v:iriety of
music. They tend to like \Vest Coast
rap and some Eas1 Coast rap.
Broussard plans 10 continue
throwing parties for Howard students. The Down South Boys will
host a Platinum Player's Ball at the
end of this semester. 1l1ey abo plan
10 host se,eral panics during the
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ew York Jazz Club
Poet Rashid Aqueel A;
eleases Underground Speaks Through 'Real-Etr:
Sounds From Its Stage
By BRANDI F ORTE

Hi/hop Staff Writer

By BRANDI FORTE

··rr you're trying 10 make something ne\l✓, people don·1

wam to hear it al lirst. I understand what they mean:·
he'said. "Beg111nings arc not glamorous:·
Hilftop Staff Writer
··Jau Underground" gi\e, its listener's a variety of
Its sound may remind one of a warm sunny day on sound. On "l-lexophony." the sounds of Latinjau, and
the cozy shore of Southern
Carribbean drums becomes a
California beaches, or a typ- r.,..,
medley.
Jum 11ts can grom•e at nearby jazz. clubs.
ical work day in Georgetown
As the energy flows through
13 inMrumcnts, " Hexophony"'
at Starbucks.
establishes the introduction for
The music of ·'Jazz Under- 1akoma Station
ground: Live at Small's," is a Saturtlay night featuring upcomi11gjazz track number four. "Everything
Happen~ to Mc." Its sobbing
compilation of jatz works artist
introduction may make one full
provided by some of New 6914 Fourth St. ·
of "The Blues," but by 1he end
York's finest musicians.
(202) 829-1999.
You can hear Omar Avita!
of the track. the applause of the
Group, Charles Owen Quaraudience change!> the tom: of
Bar Nun
tet, Jason Lindner Big Band.
the Ja7...£ ensemble.
Zaid Nasser Quartet, Across 8 p.111 .. -until 011 iilonday ,iights jazz
The last track on the compiand
poetry
lation is titled "Phat," and
7th Street, and Frank Hewett
1326 U St.
indeed this track is worthy of
Sexet live al Small's.
Small's is a jazz nighl club (202) 667-6680.
applause. In the hip-hop culthal sits on the west side of
1urc. the term "phat" is synNew York City's Greenwich Nyala
onymous to "greal. "Ja1.1.
Village. Small's has existed Thursday 9:30 p.111. to 2 a.m ..
Underground," refuses to consince fall of l 994.
clude live shows without some1940 NinthSt.
.
While each track is a minithing to leave it!> audience.
mum live minutes, interludes (202) 745-1178.
The Jason Lindner Big Band,
are no1 found on this fiery
which b 1he innovator of "Hexophony;· makes its debut, leavnine-track compila1ion. Stric1 Blues Alley
ing a lasting impression.
jazz is the main ingredient of Se1·en days a week from 6-11 p.m.,
this album. Although ·'Ja.tt Georgetown located between Al Street "The music on this compilaUnderground" musicians and lVisconsin A1•e1111e
tion is both striking :ind memremain underground, the
orable," Avita! said.
(202) 337-4141
album is vigorous.
"Jazz Underground" member Omar Avit;il said he knows most music lis1eners
are hard on debut albums.

:;trate his versatiht). In the poem
"Freedom," Ali defines in se,cn
verses what it means to be free.
··Freedom is a libera1cd state of
consciousness/It cannot be bought
nor sold," he writes in one of his
selections. Freedom. for Ali, 1s a
state m which man is complete.
Ali's route to freedom is tluough
his poetic expressions.
As a young B lac k· man raised b>
his mother. Ali cherishes the cxi~tcnce of Black womanhood. "\Ve

reality that Ali 1s no(
reveal. In the poem "Tir
End Of The Rain~·
cusses the social ____..J
~
the Black communn).
nities Fadin'/Cops S~•
lets f:lyin'/Broth.i., I>
Cr) 111• •• "
Ah is a f1rm bclieicr

A wise man once said, 'There is
power which fies in a pen:·
Author Ra~hid Aquecl Ali proves
this in "A Black Man's Journal.
poctic
· Ex press1on
· ... Th e JOUrna
·
I
is compiled of spoken word and
poetic verse, written from a young
empowermcn1 1hrouE)i
B lack ,nan's perspcct'11·e.
Born into this world as Derrick
and coopcr,llive tc
P. Johnson, Ali was raised in
Throughoul his ..Joa
Brooklyn, N. Y.'s Marcy I-lousing
stresses the imponm
Projects.
A
d
product of single-parenthood, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - an
Ali describes "real-etry" as a realistic forn1
Ali was faced
with obstacles
of poetr)· expressing the problems,
and hardships
injustices, laughter and pain
while growing
up in the inner
of the Black race.
city.
Ali's wri1ings
are true reflections of his life-long should embrace Black \\omen:· the rel'olution Lhal 1, to
In Alt', expres,ionsll(I
experiences a11d this b illustrated
Ali ,aid. In ·'Young Sister," Ali
throughout the bool..
that ennnoi\seurs of
'"Ii'ying to exist in this socict, I speal.s of a young woman who 1s life should not ~lt:ep(lll
realize that I have something to looking for lo,c in all the wrong of then,'\\ nullcnmwn.
say,'' Ali said.
pl:ices. 1l1is ,oung \\ oman yearns
ctr:,," 1, a ,pintu3l call
Ali takes his readers on a journey
for something to call her O\\ n. and
enmg.
that will enlighten and emanc1
that 1s a child
"It 1s through Allah's~.
pale the mind, of 1hose who are
The , er..c reads, "Young s1,ter
prepared for ·•r.:al~ctry." Ali
see, and through 1h11
describes ·•real-etry" as a realistic searching for lo\'e in darkness, the
\'i,ion I write." he ,:liJ
form of poe1ry e.\pressing Lhe serenity 111 st:ib1hty/lb be lo,·ed. 10
problems, injustices, laughter and be happy... to put it simply."
pain of tl1e Black race.
Some may i.ee a rninbow as
Ali's ability 10 make his word, being beautiful but :it the other
whisper, shout and cry, demonend nf the rainbow lies .mother

Howard Jazz Ensemble Scats To St. Thom~
By ERIKA

WORTHAM

Hilltop Staff Writer

In an age of regurgitated rhythms
and lyrics, jazz doesn't get the
recognition it deserves today.
But the Howard University Jazz
Ensemble continues to make its
mark on more than just 1he campus
scene.
The jazz ensemble is working
against the grain - internationally.
Performing in St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands March 5-9, the ensemble
plans to raise funds for the I toward
Univen;ity Alumni Association of
St. Thomas. While in St. Thomas
the band will give workshops to
high school studenls and perform a
concert that is expected to raise
$15,000 in scholarship money. Also
accompanying them will be a film
crew from the University to shoot
all the activities.
This is not the band's lirs1 trip out
of the United States.The ensemble
has performed at IO other loca-

tions, most recenlly to St. Croix last
year. The ensemble raised money to
build a new high school that was
destroyed by a storm.
In 1996 they made a trip to Japan
to perform several concerts.
·•we are prelly enthusia,tic," said
Joseph Bcryman. a junior music
business m,tjor. "Trips arc the highlight of being in the band. We usually bond more, play and have fun."
The success and development of
the HU Jazz Ensemble can be
attributed to director Fred lrby rn.
Joining the HU music department
in 1974 as 1he director of 1he Jazz
Ensemble and coordinator of the
instrumental music program, Irby
founded the ensemble for the jau
s1udies program.
Serving as an intricate part of the
departmen t, ensemble members see
the band as an outlet for developing
their love for jazz and other's awareness of the much overlooked form
of music.Irby tauglit in the public
school system of St. Louis, then
came to his position at Howard.
The goals of the ensemble arc 10

train students to perform in the jazz
idiom. teach students the business
of music, prepare them for the professiona l workplace and give
insight on what is happening in the
world, Irby said.
The trip to St. Thomas will be
enjoyable for all of the members,
but it will also be a time for introducing and bringing about the
awareness of jazz. According to
ensemble member Reginald Cynt-

je, who is from St. Thomas, jau.
was hard to find when he was growmg up.
" By going back I hope it will
innuence someone else to get inio
jaa;," said the junior performance
major.
Cyntje said he looks forward to
going back home and being with
his family. Like several members in
the group, Cyntje said he found
jazz because he wanted to explore

something different and saw ii a~ a band and express~
good way to express himself.
and all of the cn~mbl1
However. despite the relaxed and
·'It's rare you will find1
who will put so mu,h
casual atmosphere of the ensemble.
many others saw n as a great chal- effort into a par11cufarl!).
lenge.
tru Iy care, ahout than"
C\'cry
person m the~
"E1cryday there wai. pressure,"
said Brian Burke, a sophomore
Hami hon I !aye,, a JUI ct
computer science major. " I did not composition major. I Ill.
know why he (Irby) put me in Lhe played with such a great,,
band because the other three trommusicians whocan~m
bonists were be11er than me. r think · cal vibe a~ 1he Howard l
ii is going 10 be a challenge for the Jazz. Ensemble. It i, pu:1
next four years."
stage and we ha,eres(ll\1~
The band consists of live trum- other. That is why I eop,
with them so much."
pets. four trombones, live saxophones, a piano. bass drum, and
The JazL Ensemble rn'l!i
guitar player. Participa1ion in the end of each ,cbool )C31<r-:;•J
1l1e recordings areu..olnP.
band is based on audition.
mcot and public relauoo1.
Also a part of the group is the only
female member, Jane lle Gill, a also entered in competiti
freshman jazt Mudies major. In a 01her universities.
style of music dominated by men,
For a copy of 1~ Hllll• ~
Gill said she expected the band to vcrsity Jan: En,tmbk C' ,
more information oont3<1fi
consist mostly of males.
·'They make me feel protected like Ill at (202) 806-7066.
a lot of hig brothers," she said.
The ensemble members find
enj oyment in 1he challenge of the
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A rts, Entertainment, Nightlife
[n Tile D istrict,
aryland,Virginia
rmances

March 29. For more information, call (202) 357-2627. Admission is free.
The museum is located at Eighth and G streets, N.W.

:,,,Choir of Harlem, under the director of Dr. Walter J. Turnbull,
mSunday :u 3 p.m. at the Kennedy Center Concert HaJI. Tickfrom S12-!i.40 For more information, call (202) 833-9800. The
:I) Center 1s located at 2600 f· St. ~- \V.

Book Si2nings/Readings
Dawn Turner'lrice, author of "Only Thrice I've Wished for Heaven,'' a compelling story of friends, betrayal and the loss of childhood innocence, will
be at the Hyausville Library (6530 Adelphi Rd.) sponsored by Vertigo
Books Tuesday, March 10 at 7:30 p.m. Bari-Ellen Roberts and Jack E.
White authors of "Roberts vs. Tuxaco" will appear Wed. March 11 at 6
p.m. "Roberts vs. Tuxaco" is a story affirmative action and diversity issues.
Bebe Moore Campbell. author of "Brothers & Sisters" and "Your Blues
Ain't Like Mine" will sign her new humorous novel, "Singing in the Comeback Choir," Thursday, March 12. Other special guests this month will
include Angela Davis and Iyanla Vanzant. For more information, call Vertigo Books at (202) 429-9272. Ver1igo Books is located at 1337 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

!!-,en's "Peer Gynt," directed by Michael Kahn, runs through March
Shake~pcarc Theatre The epic play unravels over six decades in
dwacter's que~I for self-discovery. All performances begin at 7:30
.iv...-.:1..end matinees at I :30 p.m. Ticket prices range from $17 to
f.rmorc: information or tickets call (202) 393-2700. The theater is
.i 450 7th St., N. W.
ng 11\ 20th anniversary season, The Studio Theater is featuring
• Pri1c wmnc:r AuguM Wilson's follow-up 10 "lwo Trains Running."
Jlmed "Se\en Guitars." The play has been extended through midSrcc1al hnlf-rute i.tudcnt uckets are available one-half hour before
oo a~ating availability basis (except Saturday evenings). For tickil~'low umc informauon, call (202) 332-3300. The Studio Theater
ltll at 1333 P St. N.\V.

Kevin Powell. author and social commentator, will appear for a book signing and presentation at Howard University's Blackburn Center Gallery
Lounge. Sponsored by Project South, Howard University Student Association and the Director's Office of the Howard University Blackburn center, the author of "Keeping It Real: Post-MTV Reflection On Race, Sex,
And Politics;· will be featured Saturday, March 14 from 4-7 p.m. For more
information, call (301) 320-4034. The Blackburn Center is located on
Howard University's campus at 2400 Sixth St., N.W.

,kncdy Center offers free performances daily on its Millennium
~t 6 p.m. The month of March brings ''Celebrating Music in the
· ~lonth" and the Kennedy Center's tribute to Israel at 50. No tick~r.quiroo. Forn lbt of updated performances, call (202) 467-4600.
lr'!k!d) Center is loc:ued at 2600 F St., N.W.
:Ol TI1h hlnnd," a colorful musical talc of love, loss and redemp.Jbeperformed by the Capital Hill Theater Alliance at Hine Junior
idloole\er) weekend 111 March. The nit Broadway musical will be
~'llon Frida} and Saturday at 7 :30 p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m. begin1~nh 13. Fm tickecs and information, call (202) 547-6839. The
b located at

~1ght at the Nauonal presents "Vocal Express." Showcasing

Concerts
Photo courtesy of APB

Author, social commentator and former Vibe writer Kevin Powell
will appear at Blackburn's Gallery Lounge for a book signing of
''Keepln&1 It Real : Post-MTV Reflection On Race, Sex, And
Po litics.

dian Goldsmith. The exhibit celebrates the 20th anniversary qf the Washington Guild of Goldsmiths. Admission is free. For more il'l!orma11on.

Jimmie "J.J." Walker performs at The lmprov 1hrough Sunday. For show
times, dinner reservations or more information, call (202) 296-7008. The
Improv is located at 1140 Connecticut Ave .. N.W.
Don Byron & Existential Dred, perform tonight at the Wolf Trap. Featured in the performance arc: Byron, clarinet; Uri Craine, piano; Reggie
Washington. bass; Ben Wittman, drums; and Sadiq Bey, poet. Admission
is $16. For more information, call (703) 218-6500. The Wolf Trap is located at 1624 Trap Rd., Vienna, Va.
Paui LaBelle will perform once again in the district due to overwhelming demand on Saturday March, 14 at 8 p.m. Reserve tickets today by
calling any TICKETMASTER outlet. Hecht Company stores, Kemp Mill
Music stores, Cramton Audi torium or Tower Records. Tickets are also
available at the Takoma Theatre Box Office. Th charge by phone, call (202)
432-SEAT.

Puff Daddy, Lil' Kim, Mace. the L.0.X., Busta Rhymes. Dru Hill and
Usher return to the district 10 perform in concert at the U.S. Air Arena
March 22. Reserve tickets today by calling (202) 432-SEAT or visiting
any TICKETMASTER outlet.
Gladys Knight will perform at Cramton Auditorium Saturday, March 28
at 8 p.m. The Friendship Train Benefit Concert is sponsored by the Colleges of Dentistry and Medicine. Tickets range from $50 to$ I00 (Orchestra seating and reception is $175). For more information, call (202) 806·
0377 or (202) 238-2567.
Photo by Ansel Adams

l:'ool Mount Williamson, Sierra Nevada f rom Owens Valley, California from the Ansel Adams, A Legacy exhibit showing at the
:al Museum of American Art
luh. hot pop. calypso and ja/.z fa,·orites, this group will permngementi. of"Routc 66," "Desperado," and "Bring Him Home,"
1.esMLSerables:· Admission is free. For more information, caJI (202)
"'! The National Theatre is located at 1321 Pennsylvania Ave.,
•I)

\bdne~~ ... the record-breaking comedy whodunit that lets the audi;.,,armchair detective" currently running at the Kennedy Center's
Lab. Sunday-Thursday shows are $25 and Friday and Saturday
rcS29. For more information. call (202) 467-4600. The Kennedy
11loc.1ted at 2600 F St., N.W.
-n!premier of "Kud,u: A Southern Musical" is featured at Ford's
ti.Scheduled to play an open-ended run into June. this zany, roman~y is set in the fictional town of Bypass, USA. Tuesday-Sunday
tlbow, play nt 7:30 p.m. (except 3/6 and 3/8), Thursday matinees
• p.m (e,;cepl 3/12) and Sunday matinees at 3 p.m. Ticket prices
·:m 527 to S40. Discounts arc a, ail able for students. For more inforcall (202) 347-4833. The Theatre is located at 511 I 0th St., N.W.
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il!lungton Center for Photography pre~ents "Diaphanous Venus,"
~ by Peter Garfield. The exhibit titled "The Floating Nude
. • ,~ 3 compilation of digital photography overlay with subtle
of nude bodies. The gallery's third noor exhibit will be on view
,i~larch 14. Gallery hours are Wednesday through Saturday, noon
•1. Admission is free. For more information, call (202) 737-0406
.;IJery is located at 406 Seventh St., N.W.
~ld's largcM Black hislOr) collection is currently located at the
1ly of Congress. "The African American Odyssey" exhibit spread:nhree buildings, featuring five million books, films, photos and
l!ieoL1 and covering more than two centuries of Black history is on
ftfmorc information. call (202) 707-6400. The Library of Congress
.Id Bl First Street and Independence Avenue.
rieScgal. a Retrospective Sculptures. Paintings, Drawings;· a four.t1?1r0spcctive honoring the American artist is currently on view at
· thwnian's Hirshorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. Continuing
l1fay 17. the exhibit include~ more than 20 landmark works of the
lnera.mixcd media and more. For more information call (202) 357Adm1,1ion is fn:e. The I lirshorn is located at Independence Ave. at

call (202) 309-6900. The museum is located al I00 E. Middle Lane, in
Rockville, Md.
lnternalional Visions • The Gallery will end its exhibit of African-American History Artifacts tomorrow. Featuring the works of Mark E. Mitchell
and Aon Smith, "Through Adversity ... Achievement" features such artifacts as a typed letter by Marcus Garve); a vintage signed photograph by
Duke Ellington and lyrical interpretations. Exhibit times arc from noon
to 9 p.m. For more information, call (202) 234-5112. The gallery is local•
cd at 2629 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

Films
This weekend, the Kennedy Center in cooperation with the American Fiht)
Institute presents an Israeli film festival commemoraling Israel's 50th birth~
day. Sixteen films will be screened including features, documentaries an~
shorts. This weekend the schedule is as follows: Saturday at 8 p.m., Sun·
.
'
day at noon, 4:30 p.m., 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. Tickets are $6.50. For more
informal ion, call (202) 785-4000. The Kennedy Center is located at 2600
F St., N.W.

The Museum of African American Art is currently exhibiting "A Spiral
of History: A Carved Tusk from lhe Loango Coast. Congo" through April.
The West Central African relic dates from the mid-to-late 1800s and is
featured in the Point of View Gallery. For more information, call (202)
357-2627. Admission is free. The museum is located at 950 Independence
Ave., S.W.
"Speak to My Heart" is exhibited at the Center for African American History and Culture through artifacts, photographs, documents and recordings tracing the history of African American congregations in the rural
South and urban centers nationwide. The exhibit is showing in the South
Gallery of the Arts and Industries Building. Admission is free. For more
information, call (202) 357-2627. The museum is located at 900 Jefferson Dr., S.W.
·
The Phillips Collection presents "Consculo Kanaga: An American Photographer" Tuesday through Sunday until April 5. This photography
exhibit includes black and white stills and portraits. On Thursdays. the
museum presents "Artful Evenings," a mix of art appreciation. socializing and musical entertainment. Admission is free. For more information,
call (202) 387-2151. The Phillips Collection is located at 1600 21st St..
N.W.
"With These Hands: African Men and the Quilting Tradition'' runs
through March at the Anacostia Museum. 1\venty-five quilts made by
African-American men from across the country will be on display. This
exhibit marks the reopening of the museum. Admission is free. The museum is located at I 901 Fort Pl., S.E.

· S1ree1 S.W.

The National Building Museum exhibits "Planning Washington's Monumental Core: L'Enfant to Legacy" lhrough June and "Civic Lessons:
Recent New York Public Architecture" through May. For more information, c~,11 (202) 272-3603. Admission is free. The museum is located at
40 1 F SL, N.W.

!v.ork '98," a jewelry and metalwork exhibit will have its opening
1<Jotomorrow at the Rockville Aris Place. Friday, March 13 will be
11bag lunch and a slide show will be hosted by Don Stuart, Cana-

''Ansel Adams, A Legacy,'' is a photography exhibit now at the National
Museum of American Art. This exhibit focuses on one of the best known
American landscape photographers and 115 prints. It will run through

'

Photo courtesy of WPAS

The Boys Choir of Harlem will perform at the Kennedy Center on
Sunday.

As part of "Africa: A Film Series," by Basil Davidson, "The Rise of
Nationalism" will be screened Sunday at 2 p.m. This film reviews the struggles for African independence. "The Legacy" will also be shown, which
looks at the aftermath ofcolonial rule at the National Museum of African
Ari. For more information call, (202)357-2700. The museum is located
at 950 Independence Ave., S.W.

,.
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The Ilm,ard Uni, ersi1., Ilomecomin1! Stccrinlt C. 0111m11ti.:i:
presents

Religious Emphasis Week

~

~

Student-Led Worship Service
•
•

What's your vision/or Ho111eco1ning???
The 1998 Homecoming Theme Competition

Speaker:

Bishop T.D. Jakes, Sr.
Pastor, Potter's House
Dallas, Texas

•
•
•

Put your \'ision on paper. Submit ~ our theme and , isual rcprc~cmauon lor the 1998
Iloward Uni\'ersity Ilomccoming ·1heme ComJl(!titwn. Ihe ,, mner of the comfll!lltion
will rcccirc a cash gill and have their idea adopted and incorporated for the 1hcnic and
sHnbol
of I998 llo\\ ar<l l ' nh·cr,it,. lluml ,·omin1!.
.
~

Don ·1 procrastinate. Submit your idea toda~ to the Ollicc ol Srudcnt Acri\ ities. Suite 116. 8:..,
Center. TI1erc is a SI application fcc. Application deadline is \pnl :.. ,11 5pm. Ir~ ou haw an1
questions or concerns. please call Shenita John~on at 806- -i426

•
•
•

Monday, March 9, 1998

7:00 PM
Cramton Auditorium
.

•tr

FREE ADMISSION
There are a Limited Number of Tickets Available at tlie
Cramton Box Office. Must Present Howard l.D.
h

********* *
*******
***

•

•
•
•
•

.

•

•

l

I'

,\n annual cclchr,,11011 (rcatcd !ti ,mite ,111d re 11111c ,1'1 llo\\~nf•.
1,I/
!

\\eek of li:s1i, 11ic, produced 10 h111id 1raJ1111in. rn:.11II pndc:. JJ.~1
school spirit for studcnrs. alumni. or .m~ Ilm,arJ l ni,cr~it~ L
member.

ll'JJ

' •

· Cramton Auditorium is located on the Main Campus
of Howard University · "
,,

Ju~, in case ~ou didn ·1 kno,, ........ but I kno\, ~ ou did©.

'
lnn.1 He1)!h t, t>,t,1b'l,hr,
BuJu B,1n1on H ,1 ,:hl'!t o
ll't '"'nl:I.'• f 01',lCt' 1n(
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GET

AFREEFRUITOPIA®

RSVP IS COMIN '•
THE 1998-99 ACADEMIC YEAR
ROOM SEL~CTIO~ AND .tf-ERIRICAUON PLAN

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A

-

LARGE POPCORN

Offer good after 9:00 PM at participating AMC theaters

-

~

WHERE DO
YOU WANT
TO LIVE
NEXT YEAR?

Hey

Howc,\v~

~i-"'~e'-\i-S ...

Last year ,nore than 60% ofRSVP participants received their first
choice residence hall.

The RSVP drawings will be held in the Tubman
Quadrangle on Tuesday, March 17, starting at 9:30 a.m.
A non-refundable $100.00 advance payment is due by April I
to confirm tentative assignment or ,vaiting list position.
NE\V FOR 1998-99~

Semester housing fees are due in fu ll, prior to check-in for
August 1998.
•

amc.

THEATRES

llndergraduale students
in l lnh·ersity housing
\\Ill receive RSVP
information and forms
between March 12 and 13
in their hall of residence

.,
'

Non-resident
undergraduate students
mny pick-up RSVP
,.
information and fonns
m the Of1ice of Residence Life
between March 12 and 16

All forms 1nust be turned in no later than Noon, March 16.
RS\'P 1, brouglll 10 ~ou b~ 1he Office of Residence Life. D111s1on of Student AITatr~. II0\\,1rd Un11cr,111
I'J'JX llo11ard U1111 crsn~ Office of Rc,1dencc Life

EULALIA BERNARD
AFRO-COSTA RICAN POET, GR/OT, AND POLITICAL ACTNIST

WRITER - IN - RESIDENCE
H OW ARD UNIVERSITY

EMPLOYMENT
OPPOlTlfNITIES

MARCH 2-6. 1998
EVENTS

• I

March 3 Symposium
Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs
Center
Women in the African Diaspora
2 :00-5:00

Hyatt Arlington Introduces
Muu!, the area's newest
Mediterranean dining experience.

March 4 Lecture
Rm. 300 Founders Library
Politics and Women Politicians
1 :45-3:30

We welcome interested candidates
for the following posidons:
;;- ,er,,.ers
✓ 'iervice a,·sistant1·
✓ greeter..
✓ bartend~rs
✓ cc,o1's

March 6
Blackbum Center A uditorium
Celebration of C ulture: Performance Poetry
with Griot Eulalia B e rnard
1 :00-3:30
• Creauve Writing Workshops
March 2-5
Supported by· Fund for Academic Excellence Gran ts Program. Office o f the Provost.
H oward University. Washington, D.C.
·

l~KJ..FINDS Nli
, , rpp u 111111.l·tl11

Contact: Department o f Modem Languages a nd Litera tures. Dr. Annette Ivory Dunzo.
Grant R ecipient a n d Program Organizer. 202 806-6758/fax 202 806-45 14. Eve nts are
located o n Main Campu s.
•Workshops are opened to HU students o nly. No cl1argefor events.

Apply to: lluman Rtsourcn
1325 \\'il'-On 81..-d., ,\rliogton, \ 'A 22209
Ttl: 703-525- 1234 F11: 703-875-3242
aa/eoe/m/ div

Tell mom most of what
you're up to.
®
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Lady Bison Head Coach Sanya 1yle
Nurtures On, Off Basketball Cou

· Bison Rou1,1dup
March 6-13

Baseball

ffoward University vs.
Delaware State University
March 6 at 2:30 p.m.
Double header, Home

By MARCUS MA,rHEWS
Hilltop Writer

Howard University vs.
.Delaware State University
'March 7 at 12 p.m.
llome
Howard University vs.
Marist College
March 8 at 2 p.n1.
Home
Howard University vs.
Holy Cross College
Home at 2 p.m.
March 10
Howard University vs.
Wichita State University
March 13 at 7 p.m.

Women's Basketball team head
coach Sanya 'Iyler is one of those
people whose success is incomparable.
As each season comes and goes,
Tyler adds another accomplishment
to her resume.
Recently, she the coach with the
most wins in Howard history (men
or women's basketball) with a 6764 win over Marshall Unjversity,
earlier this season.
She now has 259 wins.
"I think it's a great complement to
have been at Howard University
Jong enough to pass the existing
record and establish a new record,"
Tyler said. "I'm very fortunate to
have had some young people to
come out every night and perform

to their abilities."
Alisha Hill, the team's co-captain
and Howard's all-time leading scorer (men ·or women), experienced
first hand how persistent Tyler can
be.
"When I played in high school, it
seemed as if she was at every game
I played in," Hill said. "Before I had
met her, I thought that she was part
of my family."
It was 'Iyler's interest in Hill that
determined the decision for Hill to
come to Howard.
"In high school, all the big name
schools were interested in me, but
when I had some trouble with my
grades, they all left, except Coach
Tyler," Hill said. "I knew then that
she was the coach that I wanted to
play for. ,t
Tyler is not only considered a top
coach around the Mid Eastern Athletic Conference, but also on a

national level. She has the credentials to back it up.
Lasl year, she was named Coach
of the Year by the Black Coaches
Association, and this season, her
18th as head coach, Tyler led the
women's team to its third consecutive conference title (which is a
MEAC record).
Last year was a record setting one
for Tyler. She led Howard to a 246 record, which was the best record
in school history (men or women).
"I think every year is different for
me." Tyler said. "You hlve to understand it's not about Coach 'Iyler. it's
about those young people who put
on those uniforms."
'Iyler began coaching as a volunteer assistant coach onder Wanda
Oates at Ballou High School in
Washington, D.C. in 1976. In
Tyler's four years there. the Lady
Nights won three city champi-

onships.
'Iyler graduated from Howard in
1980 and took over the Lady Bison
basketball program. In only her second season at Howard, she received
an NCAA tournament bid, while
also winning the MEAC Conference Championship, her first of
eight.
Tyler made a name for herself on
and off the court.
Tyler is known nationally for her
sex discrimination suit against the
University. A Washington, D.C.
jury awarded 'Iyler $2.4 million
(which was later reduced to $I.I
million) in 1993. 'Iyler's court case
and her on court success has earned
her a great deal of respect among
peers.
"The whole lawsuit was an unfortunate thing that happened because
I thought I bad done all of the things
to be a good employee and coach,"

'Iyler said. "Right now, I~
comfortable with the silul;
the University. ljustseeb~
better things for the Uni1
women's basketball.'
'Iyler is not only a gmtctti
motivator, she is also a llllt(
urc for her players.
"I want to take care of e; 1
ers," Tyler said. "I don1 j..
them to succeed on the CCI',:
off the court as well.'
Linda Spencer has been
coach for the past 17 sea;.
said she learned a great drJ1
Tyler.
"She is my mentor,' S1'1Iq
"She has built this progrlt
the bottom up, and now ~?t
of the teams to be reckonal
theMEAC."
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APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1998-99 STAFF OF

THE HILLTOP

Interested in acareer in the fast-growing
financial services industry?

ARE NOW AVA lLABLR IN Tl1E OFFICll OF STUDENT AC'l lVi nus IN
BLACKBURN CENTER.

THE DEADLINE FOR ALL APPLICATIONS IS

I

I

.

- '•
I

TUESDAY, MARCH l7@SPM

•

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

Join us for
"An Evening with GreenPoint"

MANAGJNG EDITOR
DEPUTY MANAGING EDITOR/PROlJUCTION
DEPUTY MANAGING EDITOR/ON LINE SERVICRS
SENlOR F.DlTOR IA LEDITOR
COJ ,UMNISTS

Monday, March 9th
5pm- 7pin
Blackburn Center, Room 142

CARTOONISTS
SECTION EDJTORS
REPORTERS

•'I

R~presentatives from GreenPoint Financial Co1~., will be on hand to
discuss career oppo1t11nitics at the $13 billion consu1ner banking and
1nortgage rmnpany,and will be available lo talk individually with students
planning acareer in financial services. Refreshments will be served..

HEALTH REPORTER
BUSINESS REPORTER ·

SCIENCEffECHN()LOGY REPORTER
FREE-LANCE WRITERS
COPY EDITORS

Con1e and inert GrcenPoint and learn ho\\· •yon can build acareer with a
leader in the fast-paced financial se1Yices business.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
;~~HMF.N AND STUDENTS FROM ALL SCHOOLS ENC()URAGED TO APPLY

GreenPoint

Financial

FOR MORE 1NFORMATION, EMAIL

11n II UH ICIIIUY 1w1an· WINHIUS Rill

lEI JONES
WISlEY SNIPES

IOMMY

~ ~ 8ER1

DOWN I Y JR.
.•'•

The cop

•
•

who won't stop

''

•

.'

is back .

.' '

•

•
•

But this time

'

he'• chaalng down
• lot more
than • fugitive.

-~

.

~
\

•

•
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As you scan the world for great opportunities,

With everything Hlling on 1n h1gh•t,•lh, tlw world ,1,•1w, rifX' with
opportur11tw, for tod.1r' , top gr.1du,1k--. in <..omput,•r S.:ien l~, Mcch,1111rJI

.,_,.~or,,:;

l'll'<tric.11 lnginC1.•rini, .111d n.•1.it,•J m,1jor,. But in thl' '>lUfX' ot cv.,.rything
out there, fl•w comp,1nie, c.1n offl•r tlw d,.,11,•n}tl", n.•w.ir,h .1nd gmwth
opportunittc, ,w.1il.1blc ,,t NorthrClp lorumm.111', f'lcctronic St.'rl',or, &
System, Di, i,1011 (l::SSD) 111 O,,ltinlllrl.', MO
;\, ., glClb,11 le,1J,•r in ,1Jv,rn,"\.•d t!lectron,r ,y,tl•m,. w,•'n.• conhn11,1lly
rn,11,,ing .1 mn1nr imp,1ct in the ,un·c-.- of w,•ll-1,,nown ,ll'm,p,ic,· & ddcnst•
proi:;r,1m-; Iii,,,, the F 22. Joint Strike Fighter, AWACS ,ind Joint S IARS.
We' n• .,1.,., tlw tc.,m lxhind ,onw of the worl,1', mo,t .1dv.met.-d ,1ir tr.1ffic
contml, ,1ir,p,lCl' lll,lll,1j;l'l11l'nt & communic,1 tilln' ,y,t,•m1t; fl'fllOtl' "'"""8
~r,tcm'> for ,p,1c,• ,1pplil",11tun-.; m.1r111t• & l'll.'ctrk vdud,· proput,,on 1:qu1pnwnt; 11nm.i111wd ,ll'rl,11 ,ind und,•r"'-••• \ drn:k•,, po,t,11 .1utom,111on -..•rvi,,,
& i111dhgent m,1t,•n,1I man,1g,•11wnt; ,1nd much. much m,,n:.. With <l\'l'r
:l.000 ,1cli\ ,. l'Unlr,llh, \n' h,1\ \ .1bund.111t n·w.irdmg ,1pportumti,·, thJt art

well "mth \ our t,irgdmg. At ESSD, you ,11,o h,l\'c ., d101n• of 1rnnmi; u,
in .1 dirl-Ct pl,1rcnwnl pu,ililm or through t•ur rot.ition.11 .1-.,ignnwnt optwn
. the Nl•w (,r,1d11,1t,• Profo,,ion,11 O,•v,·lopmcnt l'roi;r.un (NGPDP).

Campus· Interviews
Howard University
Career Services Office
Thursday, March 12th
9:00 AM lo 5:00 PM

So ✓t•m

111

on ).',',() durn1~ our l",1111pu, , •i,1t, ur ._.,mJ

your n.,umc to· Northrop Grumman Electronic Senso!'l> & Systems
Division, P.O. Box 1897, MS 1162, Dept. HU, Billtimorr, MO 21203.
Fax: 410/993-7800. E-mail: jobs.e~sdfl'postill.essd.northgrum.com
I ,,r mon· intorm.,hnn, v1,1t '-'Ur,, d-l,lll....,

http://sensor.northgrum.com
& www.northgrum.com
L,-. , 111✓,·n-hor

"~t'"'"f
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H,, I'm Tanya Samuels, your NIKE student rep Check out Sports1/2Page every two weeks for the latest scoop on sports
and NIKE events at Howard Are you or your team setting any.records? Breaking any new ground? If so, I want to hear
from you-especially ,f you're a Club or Intramural athlete Drop me an email at tanya.samuels@nike.com You 1ust
might end up featured m the next issue To reach NIKE HO directly, try sports.halfpageCnike.com
Hey, all you BISON fans! II you d1dn t get

in

on tlie NIKE fun last month. it's no· too late Here are a few hints about me

I LOVE intramural sports! My favorites are Thursday night basketball and Friday night soccer If you think I'll love your
IM sport. or 1f you have a really great IM team you'd like me to support, e-mail me at tanya.samuels@nike com I'd
love to come by and reward all the hard-working players (and fa ns) for their ded1cat1on to sports

Be on the

lookout for the Swoosh Team at all Bison games You never know when we m,ght come through. And that
means free NIKE stuff for you !

VOLUNTEERS WAN TED for NIKE events! E-mail me to find out more

DID YOU KNOW . .. that true love of sports isn't generated from a paycheck? Michael Jordan was once quoted
after a spur-of-the-moment b-ball game on a random court m Cal,, sayrng: "So, the eight of us, we Just played and
played. We hooped and laughed and just played like crazy. Word got around and soon five hundred people were
standing around the court. But you know what ... that game just might have been the most fun I've ever had playing
basketball." And he didn't earn a penny. So, when you play, play for the love of it . . and let that be your reward!

8
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY'S 1998 RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEK

89

••

The Spiritual and Ethical Dimensio,is of Leadership
Sunday, March 8, 1998 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 8:00 a.m.
U:00 a.m.

Morning Prayer in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel

•

••

Morning Worship Service in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Rev. Otis Moss, Pastor, Olivet Institutional Baptist Church, Cleveland, OH
•

Monday, March 9, 1998

.•

S:00 a.m.

Morning Prayer in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel

10:30 a.m.

LEADERSHIP IN RACE RELATIONS - Blackburn University Center Forum
MODERATOR:
PANELISTS:

1:00 p.m.

Dr.
•
•
•

•

•

Russell Ada,ns, Chairman of the Afro-American Studies Department
JudiLh Winston, Esq .. Executive Director, One America in the 21st Century: The President's Initiative on Race
Dr. Andrew Hacker, Author of Two Nations: Black and White; Separate, Hostile, Unequal
Roger Wilkins, Robinson Professor- Department of Hi story and American Culture, George Mason University

Student-Led Service in Andre,v Rankin Memorial Chapel

Tuesday, March 10, 1998 _ _ _ __.;;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--=-------- - - - - ----'----S:00 a.m.

l\tlorning PraJer in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel

~:30 a.m.

LEADERSHIP IN RELIGION - Blackburn University Center Forum
MODERATOR:
PANELISTS:

1:30 p.nl.

Rev. Dr. Clarence Newsome. Dean of the School of Divinity
•
The Honorable Floyd Flake. Allen AME Church
• Father JerTy Hargrove. Ph.D .. Howard University United Ministries
• Rev. Dr. H. Beecher Hicks. Metropolitan Baptist Church
• Rev. Dr. Vashti McKenzie. Payne Memorial AME Church
•
Iman1 W. Deen Moha1nmcd. Muslim American Society*
•
Dr. Max Ticktin. Professor of Judaic Studies, George Washington University

LEADERSHIP IN EDUCATION - Blackburn University Center Forum
MODERATOR:
PA ELISTS:

':00 p.m.

Dr.
•
•
•

Antoine Garibaldi. Provost of the University
The Honorable Richard Riley. Secretary. U.S. Department of Bducation
Dr. Florella Dukes McKen,ic, Chairwon1an/CEO. The McKenzie Group
Dr. Henry Ponder. President and CEO. National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education

Dr. Vincent Harding, Professor of Religion and Social Transformation, University of Denver
Andrew Rankin Men1orial Chapel

Wednesday, March 11, 1998 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,__,.:__ __ _ , ' - - - - - '- - - - - - ' - -- - , . ' - - - - - = -- ~
S:0Oa.m.

Morning Prayer in Andrew Rankin l\tlemorial Chapel

S:30 a.m.

LEADERSIDP IN THE MEDIA - Blackburn University Center Forum
MODERATOR:
PA ELISTS:

!:00 p.m.

Dr.
•
•
•

Jannette Dates. Dean of the School of Communications
Mr. Toni Brokav.. Managing Editor and Anchor. NBC Nightly News
Mr. Jeffrey K. Lee. President. Black Entertainment Television Cable Network and BET on Jazz
Ms. Carole Sin1pson. Anchor. ABC World News Sunday*

LEADERSHIP IN BUSINESS - Howard University School of Business Auditorium
KEY OTE SPEAKER: Mr. Frank Savage, Chairman, Alliance Capital Managen1ent International
and Chairman of the Howard University Board of Trustees

l:00 p.m.

UNITED MINISTRIES FORUM (SERVANT LEADERSHIP) - Blackbum University Center Gallery Lounge
MODERATOR:

"00
'· p.m.

Dr. Julianne Malveaux, economist. columnist. lecturer, motivator, educator, and civic leader

Dr. Maya Angelou, Pulitzer Prize-winning Author and Poet
Cramton Auditorium

Thursday, March 12, 1998 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - !:00 a.m.

Morning Prayer in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel

~:30 a.m.

LEADERSIDP IN GOVERNMENT - Blackburn University Center Forum
MODERATOR:
PANELISTS:

1:00 p.m.

Dr.
•
•
•

Alvin Thornton. Chairman of the Political Science Department
The Honorable Earl Hilliard. Congressman from Alabama
The Honorable Louis Stokes. Congressman from Ohio
The Honorable L. Douglas Wilder, Distinguished Professor, Center for Public Pol icy,
Virginia Commonwealth University

Dr. Na'im Akbar, Professor of Psychology, Florida State University
Cramton A'l1ditorium. (Sponsored by Howard University Student Association)

Friday, March 13, 1998 _ _ _ __:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____:__ _ _ _ _ __;_.;.___:__ _.:._--=--:...~:----:-"----,...,--::.....,-8:00 a.m.

Morning Prayer in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel

Soon

RELIGION'S ROLE IN WORLD AFFAIRS: THE "PAPAL VISIT TO CUBA
(Sponsored by the Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center)
Bunche International Affairs Center Conference Room

Sunday, March 15, 1998
11:00 a.m.

-----------------------------=----=-----

Morning Worship Service in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Dr. Charles Booth. Pastor. Mt. Olivet Baptist Church, Columbus, OH

3:00 p.m.

"Sundays at the Chapel"
(Sponsored by Friends of the Chapel)
Andrew Rankin Memoria l Chapel
Featured Artist: Dr. Ray,nond Jackson (Piani st), College of Arts and Sciences

lndil:ates invited guests

·

·

•.
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All HlLLTOPJCS are due, paid in
full, the Monday before publication. Announce ments by campus
organizations for meetings, seminars or non-profit events are free
for IO words or less and $1 for
every additional fi ve words. Campus announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. Individuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service. buying or
selling arc charged $5 for the first
20 words and $ I for every additional five words.Local companies
are c harged $ 10 for the first 20
words and $2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first IO words and $ I for e very
additional five words. Color Hill•
topic~ are an additional $2.

ANNOUNCEMEl'l'I'S
NOONDAY PRAYER. EVERY
WED. AND FRI. 12PM-IPM.
ANDREW RANKIN MEMORIAL
CHAPEL
Rave you had a sexual encounter
that felt unwanted or abusive either in
childhood or more recent times?
Come join a group to talk about your
experience and heal. Call Dr.
Reynolds or Dr. Healy at 806-6870

FREE MEDI IAI ION CLASS
Call Brian for more information
(202) 332-0978
COME AND SRAl'E WI I A 't'AE
CAMPUS PALS SUNDAY MARCH
15 4PM-8PM @ SKATE PALACE.
TICKETS ARE$8 &AVAILABLE IN
THE PAL OFFICE IN BLACKBURN. TRANSPORTATION PROVIDEO!
Lookmg for a GX\' student orgamz.1tion·1 Join "OXALA."
202.484.7815.
All lnclus1vc- Spring Break Cancun
7 nights, 8 Days. From $538p.p. Cape
May Jazz Fest. 4/12/19. From
$188p.p Call (301) 924-5489
#I Spring Brcak 0 0 on't Get
Burned** Sunsplash! THE RELi ABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12
YEARS EXP.!! LOWEST PRJCESfr:$89 FREE Trips, PartiesDrinks&Food t ! Jamaica, Cancun.
Florida, padre, & more. 1-800-42677 I0. www.sunsplashtours.com
You amt go no skills! Show us at
Freestyle Fridays Be on the lookout
in March! !! !!!! !!
"MAD Sc!EN'l'IS'l'S" NEHOHo 'l'O
LEAD FUN SClENCE ACTJVJTIES
FOR KJDS IN ELEM. schools. Must
have experience working with up to
20 kids. NEED CAR. Interest in Sci
orEd. helpful. Must be avail at least
through end of May. TI-aining providcd PT apply $20-$30/lhr. program
(301) 924-6767.
Come All. Come All! Adventist Student Assoc. presents "SPRJNG
CLEANlNG FOR THE HEART".
MARCH 14, 10AM RANKJN
CHAPEL. VOICBS OF ZION, PASTOR PAUL GRAI IA,\11, etc. FM!
202-234-4399. Spread the Word!
Praise and worsbtp! March
14@10arn Rankin Chapel
AAvE YOO IIHARD'1 Mar 14,
10:00am Rankin Chapel.
Don't Miss it!
)
!
Ii Ill i1:h. · ~ 1,1.\ I
•
Malc'c your voice ts heard Nlarch Ill
Polls are open from 9am-8pm
Tuesday March JO
"Empower" your agenda to insututc
a "firm" ''Plan Be" in order lo "Regcnesize" our ''Nation for All Time"
with "No Limits" befoc us-GAEC
YOO can't complam rl
YOU don't vote
Are you mterestcd m community
service? NCNW general body meeting 7pm Tuesday, March 10 Blackburn Lounge. All men and women
welcomed
lom Nattonal Council of Negro
Women for Call to Chapel, Sunday
March 15. I lam
Are you interested m holdmg oltrce
for NCNW elections held 7pm Tuesday March 10 Hilltop Lounge
Make Power Hallway your
Howard Hallway
School of Business Anyone that had
lntermediate I with pingpoog see
Leaf immediately!
Come support your school at
thc"Exccllence Awards" on March? !
Come to an cventn!! nl Pra1,c, Fcllow,h1p, ,md Fun. Come to ReJoycc
in J.:sus Campu~ Fellowship Young
Adults Fellowship Friday 3/6 Engincenng Auditorium 7:00pm
Sprn1g 1s almost here! Clean the corncr1i ol your heart.
COME ANO SRAI E Wll'A IHE
CAMPUS PALS SUNDAY MARCH
15 4-8PM AT THE SKATE PALACE.
TrCKETS ARE $8 AVAILABLE 1N
THE CAMPUS PAL OFFICE TN
BLACKBURN. TRANSPORTATION
PROVIDED.
OGSA Presents Freestyle Fridays
..Sponsored by UGSA Fridays starting March in Blackburn
'l'liose Campus Pal s are so •right!
Homecoming E6oard stall, coord1nating positions now available, pick
up apps in Blkbn Ctr 116
Ii you have any exc1ung, creauve
ideas for a PHAT HOMECOM ING
submit a proposal to the Homecoming Steering Committee: Deadline
3.1 t.98
Ii you're always complam111g about
how
is ...submit
' C homecoming
your ideas
for Homecoming 1998
March 6 Blackburn Center
Auditorium Celebration of Culture:

M

,

As a part of Religious Emphasis
Performance Poetry with Griot
~
Eualila Bernard 1:00-3:00pm
Week Nairn Akbar will speak on
Thursday March 12th in Cramton
T' • •,. , " •~ tor tne excellence
Auditorium @7pm
Awards & Bison Ball for just
God wants you to know h,m
$55!!Call the HUSA office or A
Bison Ball Special
p.:rsonall)' ! He love, you with an
Wedding Creation at 202-333-5762
everlasting Come to RcJo)ce m Jesus
Get reaoy tor tne 'Moonlight MasUpdo and Conditioning 'Jreatment
Campus l•ellow~hip Thur,days in
querade" on march 7!
the Blackb ,en Center Rm 14!!/150
-Are you ready for the Excclleocc
$35.00, Reg. $55.00
'
7 ,,.m
I!
Award~ & Bison Ball?
(;Orne ano support your
Ji:l'i'EN uon COLLEGE OP AR'i'S
FWl Bonded Weaves
'
HUSA candidntes!
AND SCIENCES STUDENTS
\JO<I wam~ you to Know tum per....... ALL Sophomores and Juniors
for only $70
sonally! He loves you with on c\er•
mu, t declare their mnjor s by comlasting low. Come to Rc.JOYce in
pleteing a Scheme of Graduation
Sewn in Weave for $100
Jesus Campus Fellowship Thurs. in
Requirements. Cont:ict ndvisors in
$35 Retouch Special
Blackburn Center Rm. 148/1S0 at
the Educational Advisory Center
7:30pm
daily 9:00 A.M. and 4:00P.M.
(open on Sundays)
---:::. '!"~"IIU
J.i' A
_!f.....
~
through March 20, 1998
• ' "' ANU
11
BES I' AO I ELS- WWES'I' PRICES
NASSAU PROM $399 Air, Hotel,
Shampoo,
Wrap
&
Curl
...
$25.00
TI-ansfcrs , Parties and More! Organize
ALL SPRINGBRE AK locmions.
.
small group-earn FREE trips plus
Florida $99+. Toxas $119+. Reserve
Hair Cuts ... $10.00 & up
room, or be Campus Rep. ICP 800commissions! Call 1-800-Spring
828-7015, www.icpt.com
Break 1-800-777-4642.
Hair Color ... $15.00 & up
Food! t or your soul. :Saturday,
SKYDIVING Make your lirst Jump
March 14@10am @Rankin Chapel
in one day with skydive Virginia! For
Straw 1\vist ... Prices Vary
Brochure Call (540) 967-3997, and
UU:SA uenera1 oooy Meeting 1pm
Professional Natural Hair Stylist
Tueday in Reading Room
leave mailing info.
11 • ~ I InterH .. ASh ANN UUN
LIFHoOARDS Now hmng All pOSI·
Professional Weaves/Braids ...
cstcd m flog w/ the HU \farchmg
tions. All arcns Training available
Band? Come to the mtere,t meetmg
Full time&Part time $7-13 Call
Press and Curl ... $35.00
on Wedn~,day March 4th in the baseBarby@ 301.948.2400.
ment of the Fine Arts BLDG
S'l'OP RONNING ... from hie's probBraid Removal Services ... Prices vary
@4;00pm Call 2.l:!. 1511 For More
lcms and face them with THE ONE
.
l1'FO.
who know, the solution. Come 10
Press
& Curl ... $35.00
-l ~, a~c 1~c1,,1 :,ernestl'r·, '> ce M S.
ReJoyce in Jesus Campus Fellowship
'{\1k •ns Roor.J G I l .Admu1i, trntmo
C\ery Thursday at 7:30pm in BlackPedicure & Manicure ... $25.00
Bldg ahout the Duke- Howard
burn Center in room 148/150.
l':d1ange Program. It will ti.: a memo'lhe AO Alumru Club (NY) 1s sponFull Set .. $25.00
rable experience
soring a mentorship program for
Fill-ins ... $15.00 Designs included
select students from th NY/NJ area.
As a part 01 Ke1tg1ous trnpMs1s
Week Nairn Akbar will speak on
If you are interested in gaining an
Open early and late 7 days per week for your convenience. We use the~
Thursday March 12th in Cramton
alumni mentor, please contact:
Auditorium@7pm
Monique Woods @(718) 468-1469 or
quality products: Nexus & Paul Mitchell, Motions, Mizani.
MoBettaBlu@aol.com
:Student 10wn Hall ,viceung w/l'res1dent H. Patrick Swygert Monday
SERVICF.S
We accept ATM and all major credit cards.
March 9th@ 7:30pm in the School of
Jam dis Web site... Wannabe modBusiness Auditorium
les, this is your site. This site calls
Convenient location across from Howard University
we· 11 see you tomorrow I!!' the
on department stores to visit here
Excellence Awards and Dison Ball
to view you ! Our motto: Decency
Certified Hair Colorist
First. Nu!f said. Go to your com:Student 1own Hall M.eetmg wwres12632 Georgia Avenue NW
dent H.Patrick Swygert Monday
putcr and check Netscape or
March 9th @ 7:30pm in the School o
Explorer. .. and cllck •.. Fashion-llne,
Washington, D.C.
oops! Web address:
Business Aud.
'
As a part ot Ke1tg1ous emphasis
htlp:/AI>" w.spacelab.net/"goldbcrg
(202) 986-3767
The page looks better in Explorer
Week Nairn Akbar will speak on
Thursday March 12th in Cramton
eman address: goldberg@spncca.u •
ciency $385utilities included
copy editors. photographs &columYou get $10
Auditorium @7pm
lab.net
541
-386-5290
Ext I
4 HIJ House with ernc1ency. Kooms nist Apply by Tuesday Man:h 17. hill1nc ProtessionaJ jjrotners 01 the
for e,·ery who comes with us.
lop@hotmail.com
l'art nmc JOD tor eany
S385.00 all utilities included. house
International Fraternity of Delta
SciDcslgners and Dnncers needed
and
evenngs with good
is
fully
Furnished,
rooms
are
newly
Opportunuy
to
make
Sigma Pi, Iota Rho Chapter "Don't
for Natural Hair Showcnse. Please
$
14,000/monthly
while
in
school!!
Thji at 703-280-1272:
renovated.
Very
quiet
3
Clean
Let your money rest. invest." Man:h
call (202) 466-1655.
atmostpheremature
students
only
I
Choose
own
hours.
Call
or
LM:
703:SALl
I 1 in Rm 218 School of Business.
Raving Computer Problems? Need
!'UK
:SAL!:l.
oarmlC
block
from
campus.
Harvard
St.
Cal
l
7681110
Come and learn how to invest.
ad\lice on buying a computer or
(30 I) 350-8358.
Business Wire Scholarships Availon the top floor (meuo IOla.
we·II see you at tne jjtSOn Ball :ma
upgrading'! Call 301-853-6905 for a
::spncrous
house
for
rent.
~
Bern.
2
able
Cal
l
Pat
Summers
at
514 U. St. N.W.19opn~
Excellence Awards Tomorrow.
free consultation!'!
bath,
ent
in
kitchen,
w/d
,
sec
urity.
503.973.522
or
Email
at
pat@colSat.
Jan 24th l-4pm. P
-come unc \..Orne All to the !\lacResumes, Resumes, Resumes.
)
ard
.
At
main
campus.
$975
mo.
legenet.com
Lenore
Carter (20213'::,
velous Mar Productions, Inc. Open
Co\lcr Letter.
t
or
:sale:
(;heap
+util
Asian
American
newspaper
looking
Casting Call Marvelous Mar ProducSpecial Includes: 10 copies.
::spacious rooms lor rent. :security.
for a freelance writer. Cover commuCombined 6draw drcwc:
tions, Inc. will be acceptmg head
writing/layout assistance Free disk
nity
e,·cnts
in
greater
Washington
yard. w/d. large kitchen. At main
3draw chest. Both pi= r.
shots and resumes during a free open
storage. Call The Copywriters Group
campus.
Walk
to
school,
,
hopping.
area.
Get
Paid.
Flexible.
Good
writ202.397 1695
casting call for the feature-length
(202) 336-2372.
entertai
nment.
$275-$350/mo.
util.
ing
and
photographi
es
skills.
B1lino
dra"
dresser
"ltn wi:..~
screenplay"Queen of the Night". The
$1500 WEEKLY PO'i'HN'l'IAL
gual(Asian
languages)
preferred.
included.
draw
closet
chest.
Both~
casting call will take pince at the
MAILING OUR CIRCUl.ARS. NO
•~ew
ZHU
Apt.
2
mocK
s
rncwoent
Call
Jay
703.968.0202.
or
fax
srunl'erson
s
to
u
1str10111
e rl\C
Club 12 13 KStrcct NW Washington
experience required free information
school.
WWC/AC
good
security.
pies
703.968.0203.
Hours
Good
Pay
1202i;
DC on Saturdny March 13 Sunday
packet. 202.452.5940
$355, I BO apt./rcnovntcd & fursmall stan-up NE-DC Co. see ks
(202) 898- 1122 The B
S
l'ODEN'I
S: Special discount lor
March 14 for 4:00-9:00prn. Refresh•
nishcd. Rooms in renovated space
JR/SR/ Grad Accounting \tudcnt
•ML
rncnts wi II be srved along with a cash On/Off site computer rentals. On-Site
w/payroll/hookkeep1ng/
n
appy.,.,
from
$250.
(202)
723-4646
call
any-IY
bar.
ISDN Internet Access at $8 per hour
time.
Accounting/tax Exper/for 10-20 hrs.
Hameen&Ltese Plstts ll
-stuoent iown nail Meeung w/prcs1(w/ 11)), E-mail accounts also availttouse or rooms lor rent. :>t:>v-325
per week $7.50-$ 10.00per/hr call
Jab Loil
dent H. Patrick Swygert Monday
able. Vi sit Barro" Enterprises, 1605
.,
or
$975
Harvard
St
Area.
4BR.
(202)
635-0407.
Al I C.l'f UVl'f
March 9th @7:30prn in the School of
Connecticut Avenue. 202-483-0798.
2BA, Nice Renovated W/W. W/D,
Per;ons to 01stnbute Flyers. Lcx1ble
to meet new people I••
Business
VCR Services. Free csumatcs, prckDisp.
Convement.
$975+dcp.
(202)
hours.
Good
Pay.
202.33
1.8372,
ext 29 $2,jSJmll L
~
a;c1cnuon 'Ill mtcrnauonal students
up & deli very. Same day service,
389-590,i.
202.898.
1122·
The
Bikin
Shop
Sparkle,
we•~
tight
the 'fir..t lnternauonal Pmnanc,· 1s
Labor and parts under $45. Call John
Ispacious e t1c1ency• ~a•• 11. +
Spring Break '98-Se ll 'lhps. Eiirn
need not upand th,
TODAY in Blackburn Rml48-150.
at 234-0840 DC
lroom(300)
in
hou~
Utilities
inc.
Cash,
&
Go
Free!!
Student
Travel
)ear!
There is nobodJ
Come One Come All Mak )our
Rcsume.s, cover letters, common
Good
neighborhood.
Easy
access
to
Services
is
now
hiring
campus
1
nc
01s011
1.s ueaa:
,tJtcmc it loud ,ind de.tr Choo,e )Ollr
~ense job se:irch advice-- nffordablc,
HU.
Immediate
occupancy,
Call
repvgroup
organiLers.
Lowest
prices
tJ1e day n o"ard clCISft
, late.
confidential and quick. Call Resume
Angela
Karriem
882-4430
10
Jnmnica,
MCJtico,
&
Florida.
Call
nnotbt r who can rt
As part 01 a Ke1tg1ous cmphas1~
Advisor at Barr-0w Enterprises. 202'ltlU
House
w11h
et11c1ency.
Rooms
1-800-648-4849
bro.
Job well done.-U5U
Week Nairn Akbar will speak on
483-0798
S285&295/Monthly.
ECfie
ncy
Clerks/Order
'Inkers
lor
Feb.
2-Feb
A
n<I
wbeu JOU go. tfll
Thursday March 12th in
£ARLY BIRD SPECIAL
$385.00
all
utilities
included.
Hou,c
15,
$7+
per
hour/daytime.
sent you!
cramyon@7pm
EUROPE - SUMMER'98
is
fully
Furnished,
rooms
arc
newly
Flornl
Sbop
Assistants
for
Feb
714,
noppy
u1nnaay
·Au 1.1r, ~1.;, tn the :Spring Step :snow
NORTH EAST D£P'S -$329 R/r
renovated.. Very quiet. Clean atmos$6+ per hour/da) timc. Evening
-Ith.
need to ~ubmit a confirmation leuer
CARRJB/MEX!C0 -# 199 R/I'
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